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The Month in Brief

ii

articubs, reports, enqvries, etc.-*
Labour Welfare in India by V. K. Agarwal and S. S. Singh

GIST OF IMPORTANT NOTIFICATIONS UNDER VARIOUS LABOUR LAWS 

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR WORKING CLASS IN MAHARASHTRA
STATE—
Bombay
SoUpur
Nagpur
Pune
Jalgaon
Nanded
Aurangabad

STATEMENT SHOWING THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR 
INDLJSTRIAL WORKERS—

L.\BOUR INTEUGKNCE—
Industrial Relation in Maharashtra
Industrial Disputes in Maharashtra
Benefits under the Employees State Insurance Scheme..

Consumer Price Index Numbers for Working Class

The Bombay, Solapur and Nagpur Consumer Price Index Number for Work
ing Class for the month of April 1983, with average Prices for the year ended 
December 1960 equal to 100 were 532, 522, and 515 respectively. The Pune, 
Jalgaon, Nanded and Aurangabad Consumer Price Index Number for working 
class for the month of April, 1983 with the average prices for the year ended 
December 1961 equal to 100 were 494, 519, 547 and 534 respectively.

All India Average Consumer Price Index Number for Industrial Workers

All India average Consumer Price Index Numbers for Industrial Workers 
(General) base 1960 = 1(X) for April 1983 was 508 as compared to 502 in 
March 1983. The Index Number for the month of April 1983, on base 1949 
= 100 derived from 1960 based Index worked out to 617 as against 610 for 
the month of March 1983.

I

■■■ 1

Industrial Disputes in Maharashtra State

During the month of March 1983, there were 79 disputes involving 94,808 
workmen and time loss of 22,68,966 working days as compared to 79 disputes 
in February 1983, involving 1,08,612 workmen and time loss of 25,55,032 
mandays.

Further Particulars of Industrial Disputes are given at pages 664 to 670 
of this issue.

Benefits under the Employees State Insurance Scheme

During the month of April 1983, 10,338 Insured persons received 
Rs. 30,63,254.63 cash Benefit due to employment injuries. This includes 
4,779 persons who were inreceiptof pension for permanent disablement benefit 
and 1,738 persons who were in receipt of Dependants Benefits as dependants 
of deceased Insured Persons. During the month 3,531 accidents were reported 
against 3,561 during the preceding month.



Current Notes
Link Wages with Productivity
The Estimates Committee of Parliament has proposed that wages of industrial 
cmploy’ees “ should without any further delay ", be linked with productivity. 
This linkage, according to it.'would be in the interest of workers as well as 
of the economy. The report of the Committee pertained to productivity in 
industry. The Committee observed that in respect of 48 industires, for which 
data was provided, capacity utilisation was less than 70 per cent in 20 industries 
during 1982, against 19 industries during 1981. What concerned the comniitee 
w as the unsatisfactory or poor performance in the basic and machinery industries 
w’hich had a vital bearing on the economy of the country. The Committee, 
therefore, urged the government to look into the demand and production 
constraints in regard to fuller utilisation of capacities in these industries and 
initiate measures to at least halt the down ward trend.

It was concerned that the power situation continued to be critical According 
to the Committee, the loss in industrial production owing to power shortage 
in 1980-81 is estimated to be Rs. 2,500 crores as against Rs. 400 crores in 1978- 
79 and Rs. 2,000 crores in 1979-80. It therefore, observes ; " Nothing short 
of a total re-orientation of the policies and programmes aimed at optimal 
utilisation of capacity of power plants and exploitation of alternative sources 
of energy would help improve our economy ",

j.
—The Times of India

{E. F. I. Bulletin, dated 1st May 1983}

Family Pension Scheme liberalised

The Employees’ Family Pension Scheme has been further liberalised. The 
minimum and maximum family pensions have been raised from April 1, 1983 
and are Rs. 60 and Rs. 320 per month as against Rs. 60 and Rs. 158.

(£. F. I. Bulletin, dated 1st May 1973}

Workers Participation in Management in public undertakings
According to a reply given by the Union Minister of Finance in the Lok Sabha 
on April 8, 1983, 124 central public enterprises had so far reported some 
arrangement for workers’ participation in management of the organisations

* (£. F. E Bulletin, dated 1st May 1983}
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basic needs for food and shelter. In the construction industry and agriculture, 
where the activity is governed by the season and weather, workers try to work 
as long as possible while they can in order to increase their earnings.

The study reported that where governments had declared maximum working 
weeks, the means of control were often practically non-existent or ineffective. 
Trained personnel were scarce, transpo/t was a problem and inspections were 
conducted only when a complaint was lodged. The wealkness of the trade 
union movement in many developing countries constituted another drawback 
in efforts to reduce the working week, according to the study.

Even when the workers were organised the main concern of the trade unions 
was with employment and wages rather than hours of work and holidays, 
it pointed out. The low productivity of many small and mediumsized business 
in the third world wa. also a reason for the excessively long hours which 
workers were asked to put in to compensate for the relative ineficeincy of the 
enterprise. Citing instances, the study points out to some small restaurants 
of South East Asia where the working day was 15 to 16 hours, seven days 
a week. It has been estimated that workers in the sector put an average of 
84 to 98 hours each week through out the year.

The studv noted that public utilitv cabs in Southern Asia often had drivers 
i who work up to 16 hours a day, 365 days a year, and “ Constitute a veritable 

hazards to road. Safety. ’’ While no comprehensive figures existed of the 
total number of workers forced to put in long hours the study pinpointed 
agriculture construction industry, transport small business and domestic 
work as the sectors where working hours were usually the longest.

According to the ILO study, the industries employing high Proportions of 
foreign and migrants workers were often those where long hours of overtime 

were common. —Economic Times.

(£. I. F. Bulletin, dated 1st May 1983}

V

Amendment to the Mines Act.
Replying to questions in the Lok Sabha whether Government intended amend
ing the Mines Act, 1952 to provide for alternative employment to persons 
who suffer disability during employment in mines, the Union Minister of 
Labour stated that Government had a proposal and an amending Bill was 
likely to be introduced soon, which will inter alia deal with provisions for 
alternative employment in certain circumstances. It was not possible to 
give further details of the proposed Bill at this stage, he said.

(E. F. 1. Bulletin, dated 1st May 1983},

y

Tbe Bane of Overtune
In numerous developing countries overtime has become a ** veritable institu
tion ’’ used to avoid engaging extra hands, and in certain cases reach the point 

\ of being harmful, according to a study by the International labour Organisation. 
* The ILO study states that workers in these countries were themselves often 

eager for overtime since wages were too low to enable them to satisfy their 

Stales differ on I. R. Commissions.
Ata meeting of State Labour Secretaries convened in New Delhi on April 16, 
1983, by the Union Labour Secretary, the recommendations made by the Sanat 
Mehta Committee for a statutory provisions to have a collective bargaining 
agent at each unit or industry level, and for a code of conduct for both employ-
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ers and employees found general acceptance. According to official sources 
opinion was divided on the recommendation for setting up an Industrial 
Relations Commission in each State Co function as an independent body for 
settlement of industrial disputes and certification of unions as recognised 
representative unions.

(£. F. I. Bulletin, dated 1st May 1983, 
¥

Scheme to help strike-bound textile mills
According to Mr. Pranab Mukherjee, Union Minister of Finance, Government 
had worked out a scheme to help the strike-bound textile mills of Bombay. 
The Minister who gave the above information in the Lok Sabha on April 15, 
1983, said that in consultation with the Minister of Commerce who is in 
charge of textiles and the Reserve Bank of India the scheme would extend 
financial assistance to them. However, the Finance Minister pointed out 
that no straightjacket schemes of assistance could apply to the variety of 
problems faced by the textile mills in Bombay.

(£. £. I. Bulletin, dated 1st May 1983).

Employment of Casual Labour in Government Offices
The Union Minister of Labour said in the Lok Sabha on April 5, 1983 that 
according to available information there are about 2,08,662 casual labour 
employed by the various Ministries of the Government of India. Some of 
them are paid on a daily basis, some on a weekly basis and the others on 
a montly basis. The rate of wages is to be fixed for casual labour in 
unscheduled employments are fixed for comparable scheduled employments 
by the Central Government under the Minimum Wages Act. If it is considered 
that the rates should bear some relationship with the local rates, they may be 
fixed with reference to the minimum rates prescribed by the State Govern
ments for comparable scheduled employments.

(£. F. I. Bulletin, dated 1st May

t

Prime Minister in Favour of Overhauling I.D. Act

The Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, has said that the government was 
keen to rationalise the industrial relations law with a view to resolving differ
ences in a peaceful manner. Asked in an interview about the “ British disease ” 
of in-built antagonism between management and labour in industrial relations 
in India, Mrs. Gandhi conceded that the “ disease ” existed.

“ It was worsened by the Indian disease of multiplicity of unions each trying 
to serve the purpose of a particular political party or faction. Over and above 
this there is casteism ”.

{E.F.I. Bulletin, dated 15th May 1983)>

State-owned textile units to have Worker Participation

The Union Commerce Minister, Mr. V. P. Singh said on May 2, 1983 that the 
scape of workers participation needed to be enlarged for optimising production.

Mrs. Gandhi said the government was keen to resolve most of the important 
controversial issues like machinery for the settlement of industrial disputes, 
systems of verification of the strength of trade unions, recognition of “ a nego
tiating collective bargaining agent ” and strike ballots. Recently there was
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an increasing trend towards confrontation between the employers and the 
employees, she said.

Asked about the textile strike in Bombay, the Prime Minister said that 
various people did intervene at various stages but with little useful results.

—Times of India

{E. F. I. Bulletin, dated 15th May 1983)

President ZaiJ Singh advocates ** one onion for one industry

President 2Sail Singb, while inaugurating the Institute of Economic Studies 
at New Delhi on May 7, 1983, called for due profit-sharing as an integral 
part of industrial relations, and lashed out at the multiplicity of unions and 
insisted on * one union for one industry ’ while opining that the politicisation 
of unions has to be stopped. “ The Government must change the law to 
ensure profit-sharing and a single union, ” President Zail Singh asserted.

{E.F.I. Bulletin, dated 15th May 1983)

Code of discipline to have statutory backing

The Union Labour Minister, Mr. Veerendra Patil, informed the Rajya Sabha 
on May 4, 1983, that the Government had decided to give statutory backing to 
the code of discipline in industrial and labour relations. The recognition of 
trade unions would also come under the code of discipline. Unless this was 
done, he added, it would not be possible to deal with the ever-growing problems 
in industry.

{E.F.I. Bulletin, dated 15th May J 983)

Centre for I. R. Commissions

The Union Labour Minister, Mr. Veerendra Patil on April 30,1983 said that the 
Centre will soon introduce a bill in Parliament seeking to set up industrial rela
tions commissions in states to tackle labour disputes. He said the commissions, 
autonomous in character, would be headed by retired high court judges. They 
would act as mediator in employee-employer disputes.

{E.F.I. Bulletin, dated 15th May 1983)

i

ESI cover likely for building labour
Mr. Veerendra Patil, Union Minister for Labour, said on April 27, 1983 that 
plans were afoot to extend the Employees’ State Insurance Scheme to building 
construction workers and to bidi factories employing ten or more workers 
under the ESI Act.
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He added that two NTC mills in Gujarat and Maharashtra have been chosen 
to test and enlarge this concept. Shop councils having workers representation 
in purchase, sales and management have been constituted in these mills. If 
found suitable, more mills in the public sector would be asked to implement 
such schemes on an experimental basi«.

{E.F.l. Bulletin^ dated 15th May 1983).

PM's May Day message—Workers, creator of wealth and agents of change 

May Day greetings to all my working class brothers and sisters. The day 
underlines the role of workers as creators of wealth and as a.genis of social 
change, and their right to an equitable share of welfare.

Our workers have played a notable part in our freedom struggle and have 
an equally vital contribution to make towards the building of a new India, 
in which harmony rather than conflict is the ruling principle. Our country is 
surrounded by perils of many kinds. Only through unity and unremitting 
toil can we face these challenges.

{Indian Worker, dated 2nd May 1983).

Bill to amend Bonus Act so<hi

Bill to promote workers welfare

A legislatioa to promote the health and safety of more than 2.2 million building 
construction workers in the country is to be brought forward shortly. /

Th^ proposed legislation will cover building and construction workers 
employed on roads, dams, irrigation projects and thermal stations, according 
to details given by Minister of State for Labour and Rehabilitation, Dharma 
Vir in the Lok Sabha on April 19.

Shri Dharma Vir confirmed that two inter-state study groups had been set 
up to visit the states where migrant workers were employed. These would 
look into their working and living conditions, he added.

He said five committees had been set up to go into the question of abolition
of contract labour system in various establishments covered by the concerned 
act

Changes in law, if any, could be made only after due consideration of the 
reports of these committees, he added.

{Indian Worker, dated 2nd May 1983).

A bill to amend the payment of Bonus Act would be brought before Parliament 
during the monsoon session, Union Labour Minister Veerendra Patil disclosed 
here recently.

I am not in a position to say straightway what are the amendments contem
plated. ‘ We are thinking of some amendments he said when reporters drew 
his attention to certain ‘ irrelevant ’ sections in the act like fixing the 
minimum bonus and the salary ceiling for eligibility to bonus.
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fhe minister agreed with a questioner that the value of rupee had gone down 
^iderably since the enactment of the bonus law in 1965. “ Don’t you think 
[katthe minimum bonds of Rs. 750 fixed under the act needs an upward revision? 
^reporter asked him. The minister did not reveal what the Government would 
Jo in this matter. It would be his endeavour to have the amendments enacted 
Jgfore the next puja season.

On the Bombay textile strike Shri Patil claimed that there was no strike now. I Over one lakh workers had now returned to work. But the problem now was 
tliat the managements were asking the employees wanting to join to go back. 
The managements said they were faced with problems of finance and equipment 
and machinery. A tripartite committee had been constituted by the Maharash
tra Government to help these workers gef back to work.

Shri Patil said legislation would soon be formulated to implement recom
mendations of the Sanath Mehta Committee and of the last tripartite meeting 
held in 1982.

Shri Patil, who was addressing the 63rd annual general meeting of the Emplo
yees’ Federation of South India, said one of the recommendations of the com
mittee was the constitution of autonomous industrial relations commissions 
at the state level with power to decide on recognition of unions, reference to 
adjudication etc.

Shri Patil regretted that some of the unions, after having been a party to the 
unanimous recommendations of the tripartite committee, wanted to go back 
on their stand. Some of the state governments were also opposed to the con
stitution of industrial relations commission. Why should there by any reserva
tion when the commission would be headed by a person from the judiciary, 

c preferably a retired high court ju<^e, he asked.

I The minister said though by and large there was industrial peace in the country 

[ a lot more needed to be done to set things right in certain directions. The 
‘ Indian Labour Conference had its last meeting in 1972, and since then there 

had been no move to convene it. This was due to the difficulty in deciding about 
representations to be given to various unions.

One of the serious problems faced now was identification of the bargaining 
agent. There were multiplicity of unions. Trade union activity was poli
ticalised. There was no party without its own labour wing, he said.

Employees were losing faith in the adjudication machinery for resolving the 
disputes since it was time consuming. Unless this was set right, there could 
not be industrial peace, he said.

The minister said trade unions were divided even on the question of verifica
tion of membership to grant recognition. While some preferred secret ballot 
others wanted the “ check-oflT ” system. There was no meeting point, and the 
Government did not know what to do.

Both managements and employees feel the recommendations of the xMehta 
Committee and the tripartite committee should be implemented. The Govern-

■
F

I
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ment had already started processing their recommendations. He would sea 
that an appropriate bill was introduced in Parliament without further delay.

On bonus, the minister advised industries to adhere strictly to the present 
provision of the Payment of Bonus Act. For maintaining peace, some indus- 
tries paid more than the prescribed quantum which led to serious problems. 
Notifications under the Industrial Disputes Act as recently amended would be 
issued to industries.

In his address, Shri N. Yenkataramani, Chairman of the Federation, urged 
the Centre to persuade the dissenting state governments to accept the constitu- 
tion of Central and state-level industrial relations commissions for the spedy 
and effective disposal of labour disputes. Tripartite bodies like the Indian 
Labour Conference and the Standing Labour Committee should be revived.

He depreciated the tendency towards finding shot-sighted solutions to various 
bonus disputes by conventiently skirting the provisions of the Bonus Act.

{Indian Worker, dated 9th May 1983).

Mining Act obsolete—minister Salve

The Indian Mining Act of 1948 has now become “ obsolete and needs to be 
replaced by a new enactment, ” observed Union Minister of State for Steel and 
Mines N.K.P. Salve here on April 24.

Laying the foundation stone of the Rs. 4.78 crores complex for the Indian 
Bureau of Mines headquarters building, the Central Ore Dressing Laboratory 
and pilot plant here, the Minister said that the provisions in the Mining Act 
were very complicated and did not suit the present circumstances is which raw 
mineral deposits needed to be exploited.

Shri Salve said the Bureau officials had greater responsibilities as they were 
entrusted with exploitation of all the mineral deposits in the country.

Unless the economy of the masses was improved, the economic disparties 
now prevailing could not be reduced, Shri Salve pointed out and said that this 
could be done only if those entrusted with the task of unearthing the country’s 
natural resources worked with dedication, keeping in view the national interests.

The complex, taken up with the assistance of the United Nations Develop
ment Project, is to be completedin two phases which includes a Rs. 6 crores 
plan for the ore dressing pilot plant at the industrial estate at Hingna.

{Indian Worker, dated 9th May 1983).

Three shifts for more empioyment in Bombay’s textile units

A five-member high-level INTUC delegation headed by its President, Shri N. K. 
Bhatt, who is also the President of Rashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangh, called on 
the Union Commerce Minister, Shri V. P. Singh, on April 29, and impressed 
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flpon hi® ^hc need to direct the units of the National Textile Corporation io 
^bay, for the immediate disbursement of the advance of Rs. 1500, announced 
l^g back, to all the workers.

The delegation also sought the extension of assistance to those textile units 
facing financial constraints for the resumption of production.

Besides Shri Bhatt, the other members in the delegation were Indian National 
Textile Federation President M. S. Ramachandran, R.M.M.S. Advisers 
Baribhau Naik and Manohar Phalke and RMMS Treasurer Miss E. D’Souza.

With regard to the present situation, the delegation informed the Minister 
tiijt there was practically no strike atmosphere in the industry and the average 
jaily attendance was about 1,29,000. However, it voiced its concern over the 
refusal of tbe managements to allow resumption of work by a large number of 
^irorkers.

The delegation put forward several suggestions to expedite the resumption of 
work, including giving permission to units operating one or two shifts, to 
operate three shifts. Such a scheme could absorb about 25,000 workers.

They also suggested the introduction of seven-day-a-week work, and the
taking over of efficient mills afflicted with paucity of funds.

The delegation also wanted the Government to take an early decision on the 
recommendation of the Deshpande Committee on the issue of badli workers.

{Indian worker, dated 9th May 1983)

Minimum wage committee for laundry workers

Maharashtra Government has appointed a minimum wages committee for the 
empioyment in laundry industry, the chairman of which is Shri M. B. Tayadi, 
MLA.

The committee, on which Shri Vinod Joshi, Treasurer of the INTUC-led
Bombay General Employees Association is a member, will study and recom- 
roend to the State Government revision of the existing minimum wages and 
other benefits.

The committee will visit various establishments to record the view of manage- 
mects and workers.

No Employment of minors under amended Mines Act

The Government on May 10 introduced in the Lok Sabha a comprehensive 
amendment Bill to modify the Mines Act, 1952, which, among other things, 
seeks to ban the employment of adolescents in mines.

The amendment introduced by the Minister of State for Science and Techno
logy, Shri Shivraj Patil, on behalf of tbe Labour Minister, Shri Veerendra Patil, 
says “no person below 18 years of age shall be allowed to work in any mine 
or part thereof”.
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The other amendments mainly relate to removal of certain practical difiicultief! 
experienced in its enforcement provision for additional safety regulations, 
closure, association of workers with safety measures, provision for minimunj 
penalty in case of gross negligence or recklessness and increase in the levey of 
cess for the administration of Central Rescue Station.

The amending Bill proposes the establishment of astanding committee for the 
entire country with power to appoint one or more ad hoc committees to deal 
with specific questions relating to mines or groups of mines.

Its functions include . drafting or rules and regulations under the Act and 
enquire into such accidents as may be referred to by the Central Government 
and hear and decide appeals or objections against the Act.

In view of the greater hazards to which under ground workers are exposed. 
It is proposed to increase their leave from one day for every 16 days of work 
to one ^y for every 15 days work.

A new provision comes into existence for granting proportionate leave or 
wages in Ueu of leave, to persons whose services are terminated or who quite 
employment voluntarily or die during the course of the year before they put in 
the required number of attendance.

It is proposed to introduce a new provision to enable the chief inspector of 
mires or any other authorised officer to undertake a safety and occupational | 
health survey in mines. [

The Bill also makes it clear that no fee or charge shall be realised from any j 
person employed in a mine in respect of any protective arrangement or facilities 
to be provided or any equipment or appliance to be supplied under the provisions 
of the Act.

It empowers the Chief Inspector of Mines to prohibit employment of persons 
in cases where, in spite of warnings, the management fails to comply with 
safety requirements expressly provided for by or under the Act.

{Indian worker’ d> ted 16th Muy 1983}

MUlowners told to take back textile workers : CM
Shri Vasantrao Dada Patil, Chief Minister of Maharashtra has sough* that 
the Bombay’s textile miUowners and workers to adopt an attitude to “forgive 
and forget” the past and appealed to the managements to take back returning 
textile workers and resume full production soon “in a spirit of mutual under
standing and goodwill”.

Shri Patil said that the Government was fi.ced with the problem of reha
bilitating the mill workers who were affected by the strike.

He said this while addressing a.meeting of the members of the Indian 
Merchants’ Chamber here on May 11.

{Indian worker, dated 16th May 1983}

i

I
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The Chief Minister said that many workers had realised their mistake of 
supporting the irresponsible trade union leader Dr. Datta Samant and going 
on strike. They had now resumed work almost in full complement. Thus the 
strike had almost become a “non-issue”, he added.

Shri Patil said, “They are willing to return in largo numbers but the employers 
are not taking them back. You may have fulfilled all legal ob’igations, but 
even during the freedom struggle the attitude of ‘foregive and forget’ was 
adopted at various phases of the struggle. Then why not here?” ho askod.

While asserting that the textile workers expectations had “soared high- 
unrealistically” because of Dr. Samant’s “ misguidance”, he also urged 
employers to resolve the genuine grievances of the workers and meet their 
legitimate demands.

Shri Patil insisted that the mill workers must be taken back with their rights 
preserved.

The Chief Minister assured full protection against the coersive methods 
adopted by the irresponsible trade unions for forcing a settlement of industrial 
disputes on their terms but added that the workers are entitled to a fair deal.

{Indian worker, dated 16th May 1983}

1

Bonded labour
The total number of bonded labourers identified and freed in the country so 
far is 1,52,401 and out of them 1,11,808 have been rehabilitated, the Deputy 
Minister for Labour and Rehabilitation, Shri bharma Vir said in a written 
reply in the Rajya Sabha on May 9.

{Indian worker, dated 16th May 1983}

Gratuity ceiling limit to be raised
The Minister of State in the Ministry of Finance, Shri Pattbhi Rama Rao 
on May 10 told the Rajya Sabha that Clause 5 (B) of the finance Bill, 1983 seeks, 
to raise the ceiling limit in respect of tax exempt gratuity to Rs. 36,000. The 
Central Government is also being empowered to further raise this ceiling, having 
regard to the maximum amount payable by way of gratuity to Government 
employees.

Rs. 4.5 crore scheme for bonded labour

In a bid to speed up rehabilitation of bonded labour, the interdepartmental 
group of the Union Labour Ministry, headed by Labour Secretary B. G. Dest- 
mukh, on May 17 decided to ask the State Government to give their proposals 
soon for achieving the annual target of rehabilitating 31,150 bonded labourers 
in the curreijt year.

Last year, the target of rehabilitating 35,138 bonded labours was completed. 
The Government had set apart Rs. 4.5 crore for this scheme on a matching
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grant basis. The Centre would also make available Ainds from the Integrated 
Rural Development Programme (IRDP) for rehabilitation work like providing 
technical training.

The bonded labour rehabilitation programme is part of the 20-point progra
mme of the Prime Minister.

The bonded labourers to be rehabilitated in Andhra are 3,500, Bihar 7,000, 
Karnataka 10,000, Kerala 350, M-P1,500, Orissa 7,500, TN 1,300and UP 5,000.

The inter-departmental group also considered the States request for broad
ening the functions of the organisers for rural workers appointed under the 
centrally sponsored scheme.

These organisers would be told to keep in touch with rural development 
agencies for enabling the weaker sections of rural areas to make use of the 
various Government schemes like IRDP and NREP.

The group also suggested th at the rural workers organisers could also be 
used to identify bonded labourers where ever they existed and bring it to the 
notice of district authorities to secure their release from bondage.

The group also initiated action to monitor implementation of minimum 
wages in agriculture and its impact on existing bondage practices.

The study would be conducted in UP and Orissa.

(Indian worker, dated 23rd May 1983}

Naik General Secretary, Phalke Joint Secretary of RMMS
Sbri N. K. Bhatt, President, Rashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangh (RMMS), 

Bombay has nominated the present advisors Shri Haribhau Naik, ML(j, 
and Shri Manohar Phalke as General Secretary and Joint General Secretary 
respectively of the RMMS.

This change in designation, Shri Bhatt said, will enable them to work more 
effectively. TTiey have done excellent work during the short span as advisors 
and hop^ that the change in designation would help RMMS to further con
solidate and prove an even more effective instrument in the service of Bombay 
textile workers, Shri Bhatt added.

(Indian worker, dated 23rd May 1983}

Consumer price index at new high
Continuing its climb for the 13th month, the consumer price index for urban 

non-manual employees base 1960 touched a record 462 in March, 1983.

The index for March last year was 423.

On this basis urbanites suffered an inflation of 9.2 per cent and the purchasing 
power of the rupee went down to 21*6 paise.

The index was 458 for February 1983.

(Indian Worker, dated 30th May 1933}

Labour Legislations
Amendments made and pending and proposed new legislations

During the financial year 1982-83 the Parliament passed Bills amending eight 
Central legislations concerning labour, the important ones being The Industrial 
Disputes (Amendment) Act, 1982, The Industrial Employment (Standing 
Orders) (Amendment) Act, 1982, and the Payment of Wages (Amendment) 
Act, 1982.

While there are two amending Bills and one new legislation pending in 
Parliament, viz. The Payment of Gratuity (Amendment) Bill, Trade Unions 
(Amendment) Bill and The Hospitals and other Institutions Settlement of 
Disputes Bill, 1982, the Government has proposals to introduce three more 
Bills amending the Employees Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions 
Act, the Employees State Insurance Act and the Workmen’s Compensation Act.

The following are the Bills already passed and pending to be passed as well 
as the new amending Bills proposed to be introduced in Parliament during the 
current year:

The Iron Ore Mines and Manganese Ore Mines Labour Welfare Fund Act, 
1976 and Iron Ore Mines and Manganese Ore Mines Labour Welfare Cess Act, 
1976 have been amended with a view to covering under them the workers 
employed in Chrome Ore Mines. The existing Iron Ore Mines and Manganese 
Ore Mines Labour Welfare Fund will be converted into a joint fund i.e. 
the Iron Ore Mines, Manganese Ore Mines and Chrome Ore Mines Labour 
Welfare Fund. For this purpose, cess will be levied and collected on Chrome 
Ore at a rate of Rs. 3 per metric tonne of Chrome Ore. There will be an income 
to the tune of Rs. 9 lakhs per year. The welfare facilities as are being enjoyed 
by the workers in Iron Ore and Manganese Ore Mines will be extended also to 
the workers employed in Chrome Ore Mines. There are about 6,000 workers 
in the Chrome Ore Mines.

The Limestone and Dolomite Mines Labour Welfare Fund Act, 1972 has 
been amended with a view to removing ambiguities and to enlarging the scope 
whereby more revenue will be realised and large number of workers will be 
covered under the welfare measures.

The Lime Stone and Dolomite Mines Labour Welfare Fund (Amendment) Act, 1982

Amendments relating to Lime Stone and Dolomite Mines Labour Welfare 
Fund Act, 1972 have been discussed in para 8.35.

I Plantations Labour (Amendment) Act, 1981
I In pursuance of sub-section (2) of section I of the Plantations Labour (Amend- 
( ment Act, 1981 (58 of 1981) the Central Government appointed on26th January, 
I 1982 as the date on which the Act would come into force. The amendment, 
I Jftter alia, has extended the application of the Act to plantations by lowering 
I their age and employment limit and reduced the weekly working hours for 

adults and children.
Ra 4366-2
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The Sales Promotion Employees (Conditions of Service) (Amendment) Act, 1982 

A Bill amending the Sales Promotion Employees (Conditions of Services) 
Act, 1976 was passed by the Parliament on the 2nd November, 1982. A new 
Section 11-A was added to the Act to give legislative backing to Rule 3 of the 
Rules made under the Act so as to protect the interest of the employees. The 
Bill after receipt of the assent of the President was published in the Gazette of 
India on the I3th November, 1982.

The Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) (Amendment) Act, 1982

During the year 1982 the Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946 
was amended, to provide for payment of subsistence allowance to workmen who 
are kept under suspension, pending domestic enquiry.

During the year the Act has been extended to industrial establishments 
employing 50 or more as against 100 workmen in the central sphere.

The Industrial Disputes (Amendment) Act, 1982

The Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 was amended by the Industrial Disputes 
(Amendment) Act, 1982 which provides for revised definition of the terms 
‘ Industry ’ and ‘ workman a new provision for setting up Grievances Settle
ment Authorities in industrial establishments employing 50 or more workmen, 
provision for time limits for decision on cases by Labour Courts and Industrial 
Tribunals, provision for payment of full wages for workmen in whose favour 
awards for reinstatement of service exist, irrespective of whether such awards 
are challenged in appeal, and also listed certain practices as unfair labour 
practices on the part of employers, trade unions and workmen. This Amendment 
Act is likely to be brought in force early in 1983.

The Payment of Wages (Amendment) Act, 1982

The Payment of Wages (Amendment) Act, 1982 was passed with a view to 
widening the coverage of the Act and to enhancing the penalties provided therein. 
The Amendment Act came into force with effect from the 15th October, 1982 
esoept for Section 25-A which would be enforced as soon as rules are formulated.

(B) Bills pending in Parliament

The Payment of Gratuity (Amendment) Bill, 1982

The Payment of Gratuity (Amendment) Bill, 1982 was introduced in the Lok 
Sabha on the 9th October, 1982.

Important amendments contained in the Bill are—

(0 The coverage of the Act is proposed to be extended to persons drawing 
wages upto Rs. 1600 per mensum in view of the rise in the wage levels.

(/’O-Pewons employed in administrative or managerial capacity on wages 
not exceeding Rs. 1600 per mensum are also proposed to be brought within 
the purview of the Act as it would be anomalous to deny them the benefit 
of fatuity while allowing the same to workmen drawing similar wages.
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I (i/7) It is proposed to treat the employees of seasonal establishments on 
I par with similar employees of non-seasonal establishments and allow gratuity 
j at the rate of 15 days’ wages per annum.

(/v) Controlling authorities are being conferred the power to decide a 
dispute regarding the admisibility of a claim as well as other statutory matters.

(v) Provision is being made for the appointment of Chief Inspectors and 
Inspectors for the better administration of the Act.

Trade Unions (Amendment) Bill, 1982

j Government introduced a Bill in the Lok Sabha on the 30th April, 1982 for 
amending the Trade Unions Act, 1926, so as to provide, among other matters, 
a machinery for resolution of inter-union and intra-union disputes, stream
lining of procedures for registration and cancellation of registration, reduction 
of outsiders in the executives of trade unions and certain connected matters.

t.

The Hospitals and other Institutions Settlement of Disputes Bill, 1982.

Government also introduced in the Rajya Sabha on the 6th May, 1982, a new 
Bill which seeks to provide for a procedure for settlement of disputes in hospitals 
and other institutions, which have been taken away from the ambit of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947.

(C) Proposals for new legislation

I The Employee’s Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions (Amendment) 
I Bin, 1983.

I There is a proposal to amend the Employee’s Provident Fund and Miscellaneous 
I Provisions Act, 1952 with a view to widening the scope of coverage, simplifi- 

I cation of the procedure for assessment of dues, delegation of enhanced powers 
I to the Central Board of Trustees, decentralisation of the work relating to the 
I maintenance of accounts, removing the loopholes in the existing legal and penal 

I provisions of dealing with the defaulters, etc.

I The Employees’ State Insurance (Amendment) Bill, 1982

I There is a proposal to amend the Employees’ State Insurance Act, 1948, with 
I a view to widening the scope of coverage, rationalisation, stengthening of the 
I existing legal and penal provisions, delegation of enhanced powers to the ESI 
I Corporation etc.
I r •
I The Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) (Central) Rules, 1946 is being 
I amended so as to make provisions for additional items on which Standing 
I Orders could be prescribe.

I Proposals for comprehensive amendment of the Sales Promotions Employees 
I (Conditions of Service) Act, 1976 are being considered in consultation with 

I concerned interests.

I Proposals for amending the Motor Transport Workers Act, 1961 in order to 
I improve its working are under consideration.

1 Ra 4366-2a
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To simplify and rationalise the forms, registers and returns to be maintained 
by small and very small business/industrial establishments, a Bill is under 
preparation.

.A proposal to bring forward a legislative scheme of workers participation in 
management is under consideration.

An Emigration Bill seeking to replace the existing Emigration Act, 1922 in 
under consideration. It would, inter alia, provide for licensing of recruiting 
agencies and enxpower Government to scrutinise the terms and conditions of 
employment of workers abroad.

{Indian Worker, dated 30th May 1983)

Main observations and conclusions of the NPC’s study team to Japan
The National Productivity Council (NPC) had recently sent team to Japan 

for a study of the factors that contribute to the phenomenal rate of economic 
growth and the high productivity that have enabled the war-ravaged country 
with no natural resource to emerge as one of the world’s highly industrialised 
couintry and in affluence, reach far ahead of the USA. This remarkable achieve- £ 
ment is universally acknowledged as the post-war Japanese Miracle.

The study team has since returned and submitted its report. Pointing out
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The Japanese society has, no doubt, seen turmoil, un-employment, a large 
scale retrenchment, high inflation, worst destruction and miseries in not too 
distant past and in the living memory of the present generation. The team 
observed that the period from 1955 and more particularly from 1960 to 1981 
has been the best period of labour-management co-operation which has also 
resulted in the phenomenal growth of the Japanese economy, and high pro
ductivity. All the parties have very well recognised this fact and confirmed this 
during the team’s discussions with them. As a result of this co-operation and 
high degreeof understanding, the Japanese economy withstood the two successive 
high oil crisis in 1973 and 1979 and during this period their growth rate has been 
the highest. The man-days lost and absenteeism are lowest, whereas the wages 
are comparable to the highest in the world. Education, state of health, social 
security, etc., are very well taken care of. Some of the important observations 
of the team are as follows : 

1

2. Low Rate of Absenteeism

The team observed that Japanese by nature are hard working and Japan’s 
absenteeism rate is the lowest in comparison with other countries. This very 
low rate of absenteeism is inspite of the fact that the working week in Japan is 
comparatively longer than what it is in U.S.A, and Germany.

1. Loss of Man-days
/ The state of industrial relations is normally assessed on the basis of work 

 

1 stoppages. The statistical data shows that in comparison with other developed 
countries, the number of cases of work stoppages and the resultant man-days 
lost are very much low in Japan. This is due to the mutual trust and confidence 

that labour management relations is one of the key factors for Japanese success, f that seems to have prevailed in the industrial sector in Japan, particularly after 
the team has observed that as it proceeded with its study, it became increasingly 1935. There is no atmosphere of suspicion and the employers and trade union 
consious of the fact that all sections of the people—be it white-collared or blue-1 organisations have systematically worked for an overall improvement of the 
collared workers, consumers, trade umons, managements, administrators or f economy and the standard of living of the working class, 
politicians—contributed to a climate in which Japanese industry has achieved 
such stupendous progress in a short span of 30 years.

The second meeting of the Tripartite Committe on Productivity, set up by the 
Government of India, at its me: ting held on December 20 last year decided 
that the observations of the NPC’s study team should be widely circulated.

The following is the full text of the study team’s observations and conclusions-

The team observed that there have been many factors responsible for such 
a fast rate of economic growth and productivity in Japan, but labour manage
ment relations is one of the key factors for Japanese success. As the team pro
ceeded with its study, became increasingly conscious of the fact that all sections 
of people whether in Government, consumer, labour, trade unions, manage-; 
ment or politicians, equally contributed to creating a climate in which Japanese 
industry has achieved such remarable progress in a short span of about 30 years. 
There is a strong sense of unity prevailing through out Japan. This unity may 
be due to common cultural heritage or a calamity which the country faced during 
the second world war highlighting the common purpose to survive and stay as 
a strong nation. The workers and the society at large respond with a feeling 
of respect, sincerity, extreme politeness and courtesy. There appears to be a 
mutual sense of responsibility, loyalty, trust and confidence on the part of the 
employers and the workers. During the past two decades or so the terms 
“ retrenchment ”, ” dismissal ”, ” stoppage of annual increment ”, reduction 
to lower rank, etc. are almost unheard of.

i;
k
I

3. Spring Offensive and Wages

One need not be under the impression that the Japanese trade union move
ment is free from any agitational approach. In 1950s it started with a radical 
posture. But the era of confrontation gave rise to a period of co-operation after 
1955. Due to various factors such as application of most advanced technology, 
special fiscal policy, powerful state protection for trade expansion low military 
expenditure^ etc. it entered into a “ super growth ” period which lasted upto 
1973. During this period of about 25 years, the monthly average cash paid 
wage in organised industry has increased from 18,624 yen in 1955 to 1,77,213 
yen in 1980. The trade union movement in Japan claims that this improvement 
in wage rates along with the improvement in other service conditions is a result 
of the “ Spring-offensive ” launched every year since 1956, coupled with 
productivity consciousness cultivated in the minds of the Japanese workers. 
During the spring-offensive, both the sides go through the stresses and strains, 
but make utmost efforts to arrive at a consensus with an open mind and thus 
avoid any disruption. Collective bargaining with a restrained offensive ulti
mately bring about the desired “ adjustment ". It may be mentioned that during
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negotiations, the minority trade unions and others are also consulted and taken 
into confidence and during the one year period there are no fresh demands 
whatsoever. The employees are free to notify their day-to-day grievances which 
are solved daily by the joint comittees at different levels.

4. Seniority Pay System
Japan has a peculiar pay system unlike any other countries, known as “ Seni
ority Pay System ". The pay at the start for new recruits, regardless of their 
scales and qualifications, is more or less common with slight differences, if any. 
Though there are several grades, the promotions granted to the employees, 
seems to be on seniority-cum-efficiency basis rather than on occupational basis. 
In case if any one lags behind in efficiency, the group surrounding him makes 
him realise his draw-backs. There seems to be an overall statisfaction for this 
system which has been evolved from a sense of equality coupled with the obser
vance of dignity of labour.

5. Life Long Employment |
It was clarified that “ Life Long Employment ” did not imply any guarantee I 
of employment after retirement. It only provides, guaranteed employment till 
retirement, meaning thereby that the services of the employees will not be 
affected even during setbacks, by way of lay offs or retrenchments. This may be 
an outcome as a logical corollafy to a constant effort by the employees to 
continuously increase productivity and give their very best to the organisation.

6. Six Monthly Bonus
The system of six monthly bonus in Japan is a unique one and the quantum of 
bonus paid is very high—4 to 6 months salary per year. Earlier, it was the 
productivity that was the basis for bonus negotiations but now it has come to be 
considered as deferred wage. The employees from Government as well as 
public sector also get six monthly bonus. It seems the bonus system has also 
added to the drive for productivity rise.

7. Labour-Management Consultations
The backbone of cordial atmosphere in the field of industrial relations is con
stant consultations between labour and management at all levels. The data 
supplied by management and unions is free from any reservations. The “ djgiyty 
of labour ” is observed throughout the country and a sense of equality with a 
human approach seems to be a pertinent factor contributing to industrial 
harmony. The team came across several joint declarations made by labour and 
the management at the establishment or the industrial level expressing their 
firm faith in developing trusting relations between labour and management 
by recongnising the fundamental rights and obligations of each other and by 
approaching all problems to be solved under the co-operative spirit where both 
sides are on equal footing. During the team’s visit to factories; representatives 
of managements and trade unions presented their views as a common team from 
the establishment side and spoke with a voice to identity of interests. Many 
trade union leaders have risen to a level representing managerial cadre and are 
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now performing managerial jobs, quite a good number sitting on the Board of 
Directors. The number of board members with union leadership background to 
total number of board members is 15.7 per cent. The reason may be that most 
of the firms in Japan are joint stock companies.

8. Accommodative and Considerate Management
The managements in Japanese industries are quite responsive and accommoda 
live and the problems are tackled with an open mind on botl^ides, with mutuil 
respect and trust. The decisions are taken on the basis of consensus.

9. Role of Government

The Government took the initiative to set up a seperate Ministry of Labour 
in 1947. During the discussions with the Government officials, the team felt 
that the Government machinery was very much alive and alert in assisting in the 
prevention and solution of problems in the area of labour management relations. 
From time to time, they have been enacting various labour laws, depending on 
the requirement, beginning from 1946 after the democratisation of the country.

10. Ageing Society
The birth rate in Japan has declined from 3.65 in 1950 to average 1.79 in 1978* 
This changing structure of the labour force, particularly decreasing share of 
younger workers and the growing proporation of older ones, is generating 
pressure on industrial field ont only for extension of the service period within 
a firm but also to find out ways and means to make better use of the 4geiiig 
labour force. The team found keenness to solve this problem by all concerned.

11. High Level of Edacatioo
The high level of education in Japan has significantly contributed to a better 
understnding of labour-management problems.

12. Medium and Small Scale Industries
The total number of workers in Japan is 37,460,000 while the total number of 
organised workers is 12,43,012 which forms 33.2 per cent of the total labour 
force. Thus most of the workers in the medium and small scale industries are 
unorganised. The wages in the medium and small scale industries are com
paratively lower than in the organised sector. However, there are no wide 
disparities.

13. The team observed that the strength of the internal leadership at the 
unit level in Japan is one of the main reasons for excellent labour-management 
relations. The unit level unions are very much concerned about company 
prosperity and growth. This has been the reason why, during the oil crisis thetr 
demand for wage and other benefits was kept at a reasonable level. They con
sidered “ the capacity of the industry to pay. ’’

14. In conclusion the team would like to emphasise again that one of the 
reasons for good labour-management relations in Japan is the system of res
ponsible union members rising to managerial positions and functioning as 
board members.
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15. The team observed a total identification and involvement of all em
ployees with the common company objectives.

16. Another significant reason for Japan’s economic growth could be due 
to the land reforms resulting in equitable distribution of resources to rural/ 
urban population and their discarding caste, class and other barriers.

17. The instinct for continuous survival arising out of post war calamity 
and the realisation and general concern about the lack of basic and other 
industrial resources such as land, oil, minerals, etc., which may make Japan 
economically vulnerable to outsiders, have resulted in a continuous drive to 
become economically strong by adapting and adopting modern technology and 
concepts of productivity.

18. Both the management and the trade unions, including the national level 
unions, are totally committed to modernisation and adaptation of latest tech
nology for higher productivity. However, they are equally concerned about 
unemployment and other social problems arising out of resorting to high 
automation such as ROBOTS.

19. The team observed that the national character and pride even at the 
company level with a spirit of sacrifice during the conditions of economic 
distress and sharing the gains during economic prosperity have been a key factor 
ip Japan’s economic growth

30. The concept of zero defect where each worker is committed to producing 
with no defects and application of cost reduction and other techniques are very 
much prevalent in Japan. To a Japanese * Work is Worship ’.

{Indian Worker, dated 30th May 1983}

Public Utility Service

The Government of Maharashtra, has declared the industry engaged in the 
manufacture of basic heavy organic chemicals and employing 20 or more 
workmen to be a public utility service under the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, 
for a period of six months from May 5, 1983.

{Daily note, dated 11th May 1983}

Payment to £GS Workers

The Government of Maharashtra has directed the agencies implementing 
the employment guarantee scheme works in the State to round off fraction of 
a rupee in the amount payable to a labourer by rounding off the portion not 
below 2| paise to 5 paise and ignoring portion below 2| paise.

Hence rounding off a fraction of a rupee as mentioned above is to be done only 
after the amount payable to each labourer is worked out and not at the time 
of working out the wage rate per manday. The officer in charge of the payment 
will round off the fraction of a rupees in the amount payable to a labourer 
and then work out the total amount payable and draw that much amount.

Significance

Labour welfare activities are sinequanon for the Government and the employers. 
Labour constitutes an important constituent in the task of production. But 
unlike other factors, it has certain obligations to be discharged for himself 
and his family. Welfare activities help in the creation of healthy atmosphere in

{Daily note, dated 23rd May 1933}
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The growth of large scale enterprises and consequent concentration of wealth 
in a few hands have given birth to two explicit classes of the rich and the poor. 
This has created a wide gulf, and the two fight each other for their own ends. 
This fighting has given rise to several problems. Some of the problems are so 
grave and distinct in nature that they cannot be solved through legislations. 
These problems can be tackled by undertaking constructive works and acti
vities conducive to the well-being of the poor or the labour class. These activities, 
whether undertaken by the Government or employers, are commonly known 
as Labour Welfare Activities. These activities are performed by the workers’ 
associations as well.

Meaning and Definition

Labour welfare activities mean work for improving the health, safety, general 
wellbeing and industrial efficiency of the workers beyond the minimum standard 
laid down by the Factories Act and other labour legislations. According to 
the report of ILO, the “ Workers’ welfare should be understood as meaning 
such services, facilities and amenities which may be established in or in the 
vicinity of undertaking to enable the persons employed in them to perform 
their work in healthy, congenial surroundings and provided with amenities 
conductive to good health and high morale. ”.

In short, labour welfare includes everything done for the intellectual, physical, 
moral and eeonomic betterment of workers, whether by Government or by 
other agencies.

1
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factories and in doing away with confusing atmosphere of distrustandhesitation. 
These activities bring employees and employers close to each other, present 
opportunities to understand each other’s grievances and help in creating con
genial and harmonious atmosphere. Production increases manifold, and the 
overall economic condition of the county impioves. It futber results in better 
educational facilities to th© children of the workers, Moreover, welfare work is 
also important on humanitarian ground for, it enables workers to lead a richer 
and fuller life by enjoying those amenities and conveniences of life which they 
themselves cannot manage to secure.

Labour Welfare Activities in India

Welfare work in India was mainly a product of stresses and strains during the 
First World War. Before this, the welfare work was done on humanitarian 
grounds by a few agencies. During Second World War, it got further impetus. 
The establishment of canteens in factories was made compulsory for the first 
time by the Factories (Amendment) Act, 1947. At present the labour welfare 
activities in India are undertaken by the following agencies :—

fl)

12)

(3)

(4)

(5>

Central Government.

State Government.
Employers and their Organisations. 

Trade Unions.

Voluntary Organisations.

The details of welfare measures in India are as under :—

Central Government.—The Government of India remained almost indiffer
ent towards the welfare of the workers till the end of First World War.'It was 
in 1922 that an All India Labour Welfare Conference was held to discuss 
problems related to workers. The ILO was set up in 1919. The Government 
of India started taking active interest for the welfare of workers only since 
Second World War. Efforts in this direction wore redoubled with the achieve
ment of Independence and the emergence of India as a Republic wedded to 
the idea of ‘'Welfare State ’. The Government has enacted certain lawsand 
byelaws to provide welfare for workers and uplift their, standard of living. 
Brides, the Government has enacted legislations together with the creation 
of various welfare funds in different industries.

To enable workers to work in a congenial surroundings, certain amenities ■ 
such as canteens, rest shelters, medical aid and educational and recreational j 
facilities have b^n made compulsory in factories, mines and plantations ] 
covered by the Factories Act, 1948 ; the Mines Act, 1952 and the Plantations I 
Labour Act, 1951. Factorie employing 500 or more workers have to appoint 
labour welfare officers to look after the welfare of the workers. The Govern
ment has enacted various other Acts and has created various funds providing 
for labour welfa/e measures, the important ones being ;(a) The Mica Welfare 
Fund Act, 1947 ; {b) The Coal Mines Labour Welfare Fund Act, 1947; 
(O The Plantation Labour Act, 1951 ; («’) The Mines Act, 1952 ; and {e} 
Iron Ore Mines Labour Welfare Fund Act, 1961, etc.

(1) Welfare work should be considered the responsibility of the community.
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State Government.—From 1937, the Slate Governments started taking part 
in labour welfare schemes. The Governments of Bombay. United Provinces 
and Bengal took the initiative in the direction. In U. P., 4 labour welfare 
centres were opened at Kanpur in 1937. At present, almost all the States 
of the country and the Union Territories are operating a number of labour 
welfare centres meant for the welfare of the working class. These welfare 
centres provide facilities for games and sports play-grounds, cinema shows, 
exhibitions, libraries, medical aid and educational facilities etc. i

Employers and their Organisations.—Prior to Independence, the employers 
had been indifferent towards providing labour welfare activities in their 
industrial units. However, in the present time they have started taking interest 
in the field of labour welfare measures. Some of the welfare measures are 
taken up by the employers statutorily, while some other welfare schemes are 
being run by them voluntarily. In almost all the organised industries in the 
country such as cotton textile, jute, iron and steel, sugar and cement, the 
workers have been provided with the facilities and amenities of canteens, 
grain shops, dispensaries, consumer co-operative store, recreation centres 
and entertainment facilities, libraries, schools and co-operative credit 
societies, etc.

The role of trade unions and labour organisations in the field of labour 
welfare measures have been insignificant. However, the Textile Labour 
Association. Ahmedabad, has done marvellous services in the direction. 
It is providing educational and training facilities, medical aid and entertain
ment facilities to the workers. Some other trade unions have also done some
thing in the field of labour welfare work.

V
<?■

Voluntary Organisations.—Some social organisations and voluntary 
agencies such as Bombay Social Service League, Bhartiya League Samaj, 
Servants of India Society and Seva Sadan Samiti are also providing facilities 
of libraries, dispensaries, games and sports and services of co-operative 
societies etc. Besides, some International Agencies like UNO, ILO, and 
UNICEF are also providing labour welfare activities on a voluntary basis.

Criticism and Suggestions

Although much has been done by the Government, but it is fast a drop in 
ocean. With the rapid industrialisation of the country, the working conditions 
have turned from bad to worse in spite of efforts by the Government and the 
employers. The laws enunciated by the Government are hardly implemented 
by the managements. Some of the laws do not even apply to many unorgam'sed 
industries. In order to activise the Government, the employers’ and the workers’ 
organisations for the welfare of this vulnerable section, the following suggestions 
may be offered :—

(2) The activities should be undertaken on joint venture basis.

(3) A feeling of fraternity should be the basis of relations between employers 
and employees.

!
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(4) The Factories Act, together with all other acts should be strictly imple
mented with adequate staff and punishment for isolation of the Acts must 
be more deterrant; and

(5) A machinery should be set up to create harmony and mutual under
standing between managements and workers.

•x

1
Conclusions
There is an awareness of beneficial effect on the wellbeing of workers in 
the country. The provision of welfare measures seems to owe its existence 
more to the possession of adequate funds rather than to deliberate 
planning. In industrially advanc^ countries, the provision of welfare 
facilities is often the responsibility of the community. But this is not feasible in 
India, for India is poor and the living standard of workers is low. Hence, the 
need arises for laying down statutorily some sort of social minima, indicating 
the responsibility for carrying out of the welfare services offered by the three 
agencies, i.e., the state, the employers and the workers’ organisation.

Gist of Important N otifications Under 
Various Labour Laws

I. Bombay Industrial Relations Act, 1946.

Appointments under the Act.—In exercise of the powers conferred by section 9 of the said 
Act, the Government of Maharashtra has appointed Shri M. S. Deshpande, Civil Judge, 
(Senior Division) Bhandara, to preside over the Third Labour Court, Nagpur in place of 
Shri B. R. Tiwari.

(Notification No. BIR/1183/6710 Lab-9, dated 25th March 1983, published in M.G.G., 
Partl--L dated 7th April, 1983, Page No. 2279).

IL Bombay Relief Undertaking (Special Provisions) Act, 1958.

(1) Declaration of Relief Undertakings under the^-ln exercise of the powers conferred by 
Sections 3 and 4 of the said Act, the Government of Maharashtra has declared the relief 
undertaking named Messrs Vijay Manufacturing Co. (Pvt.) Ltd., Badnera, shall for a further 
period of one year commencing on the 1st day of March, 1983 and ending on the 29th day of 
February 1983 (both days inclusive), be conducted to serve as a measure of unemployment 
subject to the terms and conditions as mentioned in the said notification.

(Notification No. BRU. 1083/9283/IND-10 dated 28th February 1983, published in M.G.G., 
Part I-L, dated 7th April, 1983, page Nos. 2053-2255).

(2) In exercise of the powers conferred by Sections 3 and 4 of the said Act the Government 
of Maharashtra has declared the relief undertaking named Messrs Vasant Sahakari Shetkari 
Soot Wa Kapad Gimi Limited, Pandhar Kawada, District Yeotmal shall for a further period 
of one year commencing on the 2nd day of March 1983 and ending on the 1st day of March 
1984 (both days inclusive) be conduct^ as measure of unemployment relief subject to the 
conditions as mentioned in the said notification.

(Notification No. BRU/1083/(9296)/IND-10, dated 28th February, 1983, published in 
M.G.G., Part I-L, dated 7th April , 1983, Page No. 2255-56).

(3) In exercise of the powers conferred by Section 3 and 4 of the said Act, the Govern
ment of Maharashtra has declared the relief undertaking named Messrs Rajen (Textile) 
M'lls Pvt. Ltd., Barsi, (District Solapur) shall for a further period of one year commencing 
on the Ist day of March 1983 and ending on 29th February, 1984 (both days inclusive), be 
conducted as a measure of unemployment relief, subject to the conditions as mentioned in 
the said notification.

(Notification No. BRU. 1083/(9288)/IND-10, dated 1st March, 1983, published in Af.G.G., 
Part I-L, dated 7th April, 1983, Page Nos. 2257-58).

(4) In exercise of the powers conferred by Sections 3 «& 4 of the said Act, the Govern
ment of Maharashtra has declared the relief undertaking named Messrs Miraj Glass Pvt. 
Ltd., Miraj, District Sangli shall for a further period of one year commencing on the 9th 
day of March, 1983 and ending on the 8th day of March 1984 (both days inclusive), be, 
conducted to serve as a measure of unemployment relief subject to the conditions as 
mentioned in the said notification.

(Notification No. BRU/1O83/(93OO)/IND-1O, dated 8th March, 1983, published in M.G.G., 
Part I-L, dated 7th April, 1983, page No. 2273-74).

(5) In exercise of the powers conferred by Sections 3 & 4 of the said Act, the Govern
ment of Maharashtra has declared the relief undertaking nam^ Kohinoor Mills Co. Pvt. 
Ltd., Bombay, shall for a further period commencing on the 10th day of March 1983 and 
ending on 16th day of October 1983 (both days inclusive) be inducted to serve as a measure 
of an unemployment relief subject to the conditions as mentioned in the said notification.

(Notification No. BRU/1083/(9308)/IND-10, dated 8th March 1983, published in M.G.G., 
Part I-L. dated 7th April 1983. Page No. 2275-76).

I 
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(6) In CAcrcise of the powers conferred by Section 3 & 4 of the said Act, the Govern-ment 
of Maharashtra has declared the relief undertaking named Messrs Centron Industrial 
Alliences Ltd, Aurangabad shall for a further period of one year commencing on the 1st day 
of April, 1983 and on 31st day of March 1984 (both days inclusive) be conducted to serve as a 
measure of unemployment relief subject to the conditions as mentioned in the said noti
fication.

(Notification No. PRU/1083 9314 IND-10, dated 30th March 1983, published in M.G.G., 
Part I-L, dated 7th April 1983, Page Nos. 2280-2282).

Ill. Bombay Shops and Establishments Act, 1948

J. Appointments under the Act.—in exercise of the powers conferred by Sub-section (2), 
of Section 48 of the said Act, as delegated to the Commissioner of Labour v.de Government 
Notification, Industries, Energy and Labour Department No. BSE/1169/119404/Lab;II, 
dated 6th August, 1969 in accordance with th provisions of Sub-section (3) of the said section 
48 of the said Act and in partial modification of the order No- CL/BSE/NFN/2182/H. 0. XI, 
dated the 15th December, 1982, the Commissioner of Labour, Bombay has appointed Shri 
P. V. Kadam to be Inspector for the purposes of implementation of the provisions of the 
said Act in the local area of Bhiw’andi instead of Aurangabad.

(Notification No. CL'BSF/NFN/2182(zzj/H.O XII dated 24th March, 1983. published 
in M.G.G., Part I-L, dated 7th April, 1983, Page No. 2278).

IV. Indian Boilers Act, 1923.

1. Amendment to the Maharashtra Boilers Rules, 7955.—The following draft of rules 
further to amend the Maharashtra Boiler Rules, 1982, with the Government of Maha
rashtra proposes to make in exercise of the powers conferred by section 29 of the Indian 
Boilers Act, 1923 ( 5 of 1923), and of all other powers enabling it in that behalf, is hereby 
published as required by sub-section (/) of the section 31 of the said Act, for the information 
of all persons likely to’be affected thereby; and notice is hereby given that the said draft 
uill be taken into considerations by the Government of Maharashtra after the 23rd day of 
March 1983.

2. Any objections or suggestions which may be received by the Chief Inspector of Steam 
Boilers and Smoke Nuisances, Maharashtra State, Commerce Centre, 3rd Floor, Tardeo 
Road, Bombay 400 034, from any person with respect to the said draft before the aforesaid 
date will be considered by Government.

DRAFT RULES

1. These Rules may be called the Maharashtra Boiler (Amendment) Rules, 1983.

2. In rule 72 of the Maharashtra Boiler Rules, 1962 (hereinafter referred to as “the 
principal rules”.)—

(fl) for sub-rules (1) and (2), the following sub-rules shall be substituted, namely :— 

“(1) An Engineer-in-charge of a boiler for which a certificate of Proficiency as 
engineer is required may be relieved of change in any one day for not more than two 
periods, the total of which does not exceed two hours by a person holding a certificate of 
competency of the first class as Boiler Attendant.

(2) An attendant in charge of a boiler for which a certificate of competency as na 
attendant of the first class is required may be relieved of charge in anyone day for not 
more than two periods, the total of which does not exceed two hours by a person holding a 
a certificate of competency of the second class as boier attendant

(3) The holder of a certificate of e mpetency of the first class as Boiler Attendant; 
with the consent in writing of the Chier Inspector, be relieved by a person holding a 
certificate of competency oi the second class as boiler attendant, for a period which may 
extend to seven’ consecutive days, which in special circumstances, the Chief Inspector 
may extend to any length of time not exceeding 30 days at a time” ;

(6) the existing sub-rule (3) shall be re-numbered as sub-rule (4) of that rule.

I10; In rule 93 of the principal rule$, for the words ‘’not later than one month”, the words 
“not later than forty-five days” shall be substituted.

11. In rule 95 of the principal rules after the words “in which the candidate was employed, 
whether-^” the words “an apprentice Engineer, Assistant Engineer, engineer”, shall be 
inserted*'

}
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3. In rule 76 of the principal rules,—

(а) in clause (z), after the words “grant of certificates” the words “of proficiency as 
engineer and ” shall be inserted ;

(б) in clause (z), after the words “grant certificates of” the words “proficiency as 
Engineer and” shall be inserted ;

, (c) in clause {Hi), after the words “holding certificates of competency” the words “and the
engineer holding certificates of Proficiency” shall be inserted.

4. In rule 80 of the principal rules, after the words “holding certificate of competency” 
the words “and of engineers holding certificate of Proficiency” shall be inserted.

* »
5. In rule 81 of the principal rules, after the words “for a certificate” the words “of 

proficiency as an engineer and ” shall be inserted.

6. In rule 82 of the principal rules,—

(fl) after the words “of competency as a Boiler attendant” the words “and of proficiency 
as an Engineer” shall be inserted ;

(6) after the words “ the duties ” the words “an Engineer and ” shall be inserted.

7. In rule 86 of the principal rules, for the words “fixed for the examination ”, the words 
“fixed for the proficiency and competency examinations” shall be substituted.
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8. (1) Under Chapter XI of the principal rules, for the heading “CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPETENCY*”, the heading “CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY AND PROFICI
ENCY” shall be substituted.

(2) The existing rule 87 of the principal rules, shall be re-numbered as sub-rule (1) of that 
rule, and after sub-rule (1) so re-numbered, the following sub-rule shall be inserted, namely:—

“(2) The owners of a single boiler or more boilers in a battery or so many separate 
individual boilers, the heating surface of which, in either case, exceeds 700 sq. metre, shall 
not use the same or permit the same to be used unless the boiler or boilers are placed in 
charge of persons possessing the certificate of proficiency as an Engineer of first class of 
second class and assisted by such number of Boiler Attendants, as are considered necessary 
by the Chief Inspector :

Provided that, in case of so many separate individual boilers, the boilers shall not be 
situated beyond the redius of 25 meters.”

9. For the existing rule 89 of the principal rules, the following shall be substituted 
namely

“89. Exchange certificate.—(1 )A person holding a certificate of competency as a Boiler 
Attendant or Proficiency as n Engineer or Boiler Operation Engineer, granted by a Board 
under the corresponding rules in any other State of India, or the National Apprenticeship 
Certificate in the trade of Boiler Attendant granted under the Apprenticeship Act, 1961, 
shall, on application, have the certificate endorsed for validity in this State by the Chairman 
of the Board.

(2) The Na ional Apprenticeship certificate granted under the Apprentices Act, 1961, 
sh^ be endorsed by the Chairman of the Board as equivalent to the second class certificate 
of competency as Boiler Attendant under these rules”.

y
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12. In rule 103 of the principal rules, for the portion beginning with the words" a. 
candidate for a certificate of competency” and ending with the words ‘‘and in addition 
thereto”, the following shall be substituted, namely

candidate for a certificate of competency as a'Boiler Attendant of the first class, 
shall not be less than twenty two years of age and shall not be admitted to the examination 
unlesshe has passed the Secondary School Certificate Examination of the recognised Board 
and possesses a certificate of competency of the second class and in addtion thereto”.

13. In rule 109 of the principal rules, for the figures and letters “11-00 a.m.” the figures 
and letters “ 10-00 a.m.” shall be substituted.

14. In rule 110 of the principal rules, fqr the words “after the close of the examination”, 
the words “after the publication of the result in the Official Gazette” shall be subsituted.

15. In rule 119 of the principal rules in sub-rule (1),—
(u) after the words “an attendant holding certificate of competency” the words “and 

an engineer holding certificate of proficiency” shall be inserted ;

(Z>) for the words "Chief Inspector and Inspector of Boilers”, the words ‘ Chief Inspector 
may depute the Deputy Chief Inspector or the Inspector of Boiiers” shall be substituted.

16. In rule 126 of the principal rules for the words “Only service as an engineer, or engine 
fitter on steam machinery” the following shall be substituted, namely. —

“Only Serv’ice as an engineer on steam machinery”.

17. In rule 127 of the principal rules,—
(1) for the words and figures “must not be under 21 years of age” the words and figures 

“must not be under 21 years and above 40 years of age” shall be substituted;

(2) for the existing clause (a), the following shall be substituted, namely
“(a) has passed the Higher Secondary School Certificate Examination (Twelth 

Standard Examination), of the recognised Board with science subjects, and inaddition, 
has sen ed as a full time apprentice engineer in a suitable workshop manufacturing boilers 
and auxilieries machineries or maintenance, repairs and operation thereof”;

(3) in clause (c) for the words and figures “not less than 45 square metres”, the words 
and figures “not less than 90 sq. metres” shall be substituted.

18. For the existing rule 128 of the principal rules, the following shall be substituted, 
namely :—

“128. Exemptions.—(I) candidates who have attended courses of instructions from such 
engineering colleges or technical institutes as are recognised by the State Government and 
have obtained diploma in Mechanical and/or Electrical Engineering, showing that they 
have passed appropriate examination at the termination of the course, shall be granted 
exemption from appearing in the paper in drawing.

(2) Candidates who have attended courses of instructions from such engineering colleges 
of technical institutes are recognised by the State Government and have obtained De^ee 
in Mechanical and/or Electrical Engineering, showing that they have passed appropriate 
examination at the termination of the course, shall be granted examption from appearing 
in papers in Applied Engineering Science and Drawing.

(3) Candidates who have attended courses of instruction from such engineering colleges 
or technical institutes as are recognised the State Government and have obtained Degree 
in Mechanical Engineering in the final year, with elective subjects such as steam and power 
plant and internal combustion engine, showing that they have passed approrpiate exami
nation at the termination of the course, shall be granted exemption from appearing in 
papers in Power Plant Engineering, Applied Engineering, Science and Drawing.”.
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19. Rule 132 of the principal rule , shall be deleted.

20. In rule 133 of the principal rules, the words “or fitter” shall be deleted.

21. In rule 135 of the principal rules, for the words “as an enpneer on steam engines, 
boilers and steam plant” the words “as an engineer on boilers, turbines, I. C. Engines, steam 
plant and other machineries using steam” shall be substituted.

22. In rule 136 of the principal rules—
‘ (1) in the opening paragraph for the portion beginning with the words “Subject to
provisos below” and ending with the words and figures “ Not less than 45 square metres 
heating surface’ the following shall be substituted namely

“Subject to the following provision, a candidate for a certificate of proficiency of the 
first class must not be under twentytwo years and above forty years of age and shall not 
be admitted to the examination unless he proves to the satisfaction of the Board that he 
possesses a certificate of the second class proficiency and in addition thereto has served 
after having obtained such certificate, for not less than one year as engineer or assistant 
engineer in-charge of steam plant, the boilers being not less than two in number and each 
of not less than 90 square metres heating surface” ;
“(2) The portion beginning with the brackets figures and words ‘(i) Proviso to direct 

admission ” and ending with the words “ of the lower grade ” shall be deleted.
(3) In Sub-rule (ii), or the words ‘ Provided further that ’ the words “ Provided that ’ 

shall be substituted. ”.

23. For the existing rule 137 of the principal rules, the following shall be substituted, 
name y

“137. Exemptions.—(1) Candidates who have attended courses of instructions from 
such engineering colleges or technical institutes as are recognised by the State Government 
and have obtained Degree in Mechanical and/or Electrical Engineering showing that 
they have passed appropriate examination at the termination of the course shall be granted 
exemption from appearing in papers in Applied Engineering Science.

(2) Candidates who have attended courses of instructions from such engineering colleges 
or technical institutes as are recognised by the State Government and have obtained Degree 
in Mechanical Engineering in the final year, with elective subjects such as steam and power 
plant and Internal Combustion Engine showing that they have passed appropriate examina
tion at the termination of the ccures shall be granted exemption from appearing in papers 
in Power Plant Engineering and Applied Engineering Science. ”.

24. For rule 138 of the principal rules the following rule shall be substituted namely

“ 138. Subjects of Second Class.—To satisfy the Board in examination and be entitled 
to a certificate of proficiency of the Second Class, a candidate must write a egible hand 
and show proficiency in the following subjects—

(a) APPLIED ENGINEERING SCIENCES

Section I

(i) Basic Afa/Ae/na/Zcj.—Mensuration formulae as applicable to surface area and volume 
measurements in Boiler Practice. Application of simple and simultaneous equations. Applica
tion of Logarithms.

(ii) Basic physics and chemistry.—Newtons Laws of Motion and equations of motions. 
Heat Temperature, Specific heat Pressure, Barometer, Horse Power Energy, Evaporation 
Boiling Humidity, Chemical Oxidation of combustible material like. Carbon, Hydrogen, 
Sulphur, Basic equations commonly occurring acids, bases, sails. Significance of PH Value 
Properties of O, Nj and CO2, Action of Acid and base on ferrous and non-ferrous metals. 
Elementary theory of corrosion. Elementary chemistry of calcium, magnisum and sodium 
salts as are found dissolved in water. Effect of heat on dissolved salt in water.

. f
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(iii) B<wic Applied Machanics.—Principles of Simple Machines, Wheel and Axle Screw 
jack, systdm of pulleys. Simple and compound gearing. Mechanical Advantage, Horse- 
Power absorbed by Machine, Safe Torque for machine. Jib crane and other lifting tackles. 
Their use and limitations.

Section II

(iv) Basic Fluid Machanics.—Application of basic equations of flow through orific pipes 
and channels. Factors affecting resistance of passage against fluid flow, measurement of 
pressure drop and draft. Study of straight and inclined manometers.

(v) Basic Elementary Engineering.—Ohms Law, Measurement of Resistance, Simple D. C- 
Circuits, Study of A.C. Circuits, Inductance, Impedcnce, Capacitance, Power Factor, Princi
ples of measuring instruments. Ammeter, Voltmeter, Energy meter, Power meter. Energy 
consumed by an applicances, Principles of transformers. Methods of stock ignition device 
using D. C. and A. C. supply.

1.

fr

(b) POWER PLANT ENGINEERING

(i) Internal Combuston Plant.—^Principles of working of Petrol and Diesel Engines. Type 
and Cylinder arrangements of I. C. Engines, Air and Water Cooling, Estimation of Horse 
Power, torque and thermal efficiency of engines. Suitability and applications of I. C. Engines 
in Industry, Railway and automobile fields. Principles of operation of steam engine, Rankine 
Cycle and its theoretical efficiency. Practically achieved efficiency. Types of Steam Engines, 
Estimating horse power, torque and efficiency of steam engine. Application and suitability 
of steam engine in Industry, Railway and automobile fields.

(jZ) Auxiliary Plant.—Principle of operation of Air Compressor and Lowers, P. V. Diagram 
of single and Multistage compressor. H. P. and efficiency of compressor, application of 
compressed air in Industry.

(ZZZ) Electric Motor Plant.—Principles of Electric generators and Motors, Speed Torque 
Characteristics of D. C. and A. C. Motors, Speed variation methods in D. C. and A. C. 
Motors, Motor starters. Application and suitability of D. C. and A. C. motors in 
Conversion of A. C. to D. C. study of Relays, Maintenance of motors.

Industry

ee) BOILER TECHNOLOGY

Section I

Theory of Steam generation and utilisation

(Z) Properties of Steam.—Sensible and Latent heat. Effect of pressure on boiling point, 
Latent heat and specific volume of steam. Critical Pressure and Temperature Dryness Fraction. 
Superheating, Total Enthalpy of Steam, Effect of compression and Expansion on steam 
parameters.

(ZZ) Steam Generators.—Types of boiers. Flue tube Water tube, Coil Type, Natural 
Convection and Forced convection. Boilers Heating surface. Methods of expressing steam 
output capacity of boilers. Equivalent and actual evaporation. Efficiency of boiler, Evaporation 
per unit heating surface and per unit weight of fuel. Heat flux and Heat release, Elementary 
principles of heat transfer of boiler. Effect of Natural convection and forced convection boilers 
on the design and performance. High Pressure boilers. Super critical pressure boilers, Study 
of configuration of water, steam and furnace location in different types of boilers, convection, 
circulation in drum type boilers.

(ZZZ) Steam Distribution.—Steam flow in main steam piping, optimum diameter, condensa
tion problems. Optimum Lagging of steam pipes, influence of tagging jn Heat economy, 
Location of steam traps. Layout of piping system, Expansion Joints and their optimum 
location.
' (Zv) Exhausting of steam.—Methods of condensing steam, surface and jet condensers, 
•reaervatign of heat of condensate, Collecting condensate from applicances. Economics of 
ondensate return systems to be used for a plant, calculation of fuel economy.

Boiler accessories, fittings and instrumentation

{xiii} Boiler Accessories.—Study of boiler accessories such as fuel pump, water pump, 
blowers, steam iqjectors pumps, steam trap, steam separator, superheaters. Economisers etc.
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(v) Thermic Fluid 5oZ/erj.—Properties of thermic fluid, type of thermic fluid available 
in the country, construction and working of thermic fluid Boiler system. Precautions to be 
taken with thermic fluid systems. Application of Thermic fluid in Industry.

s

Section II

Fuels and their combustion in boiler

(vi) Fuels used in Boiler.—Origin of Petroleum fuels and classification. Properties of liquid 
fuels, suitable for Boilers, L.S.H.S. fuel and its properties. Fuel composition and their consi
stency, Determination of calorific value and stoichometric air fuel ratio. Actual air fuel 
ratio. Origin of solid fuel coal. Classification of coals. Proximate and ultimate analysis of 
ligrite and Bifumjnous coals available. Consistency of their composition. Calorific value and 
stoichometric air fuel ratio. Effect of Ash content on calorific and stoichometric air fuel 
ratio. Actual air fuel ratio, Non-conventional fuels like wood, saw dust, rice husk, ground 
nut husk, their caloiific value and limitations of use.

(vZZ) Combustion of fuels.—Combustion of fuel oil and coal with’air, products of combustion, 
excess air and its effects, variation of CO with excess air factor. General relation between 
them. Ignition methods used for oil and coal, caking and coking property of coal, effects of 
burning’caking coal and low ash fusion coal, on boiler grate. Temperature reached by grate 
bars and methods of controlling it. Problems of fines in coal. Conversion of Boiler from oil 
to coal. Merits and demertis. Extent of derating of boilers due to conversion.

(vZZZ) Storage of /we/.—Storage of fuel oils, fire hazards. Precautions, Extent of storage 
quantity. Storage of coal, fire hazards. The optimum height and surface area of coal stock. 
Precautions extent of storage of coal.

Section III

The Boiler Systems

(ix) Fuel system.—Fuel storage near boiler Storage tank and service tank location for oil, 
Filteration of fuel oil in oil feed circuit, Preheating and its extent, Tracer heating for L.S.H.S. 
in all seasons, and for fuel oil in cold season. Fuel oil pumps and their pressure discharge 
ch^acteristics. Modulation of discharge, Fuel system with coal, Hand firing and mechanical 
firing, coal handling equipment.

(x) Air Feed System.—Natural and Mechanical air feed systems, theory of Chimney, 
Chimney draft and its relation to height and gas temperature. Mechanical air feed system. 
I. D. and F. D. fan draft system, their choice considerations. Characteristics of fans, H. P. 
consumed by fans, system characteristics. The optimum operating parameters of fan.

{xi} Water feed system.—Water feed circuit. Sizing of service tank. Preheating arrange, 
ment. Choice of water pumping unit. Reciprocating and centrifugal type, steam ejector pump
pump characteristics. The necessary of water treatment. Choice between water softening and 
de-mineraliser processes considerations, softening equipment, lime Precipitation and Ion
exchange processes. Study of the equipments used. Chemical dosing for O and PH Choice 
of deaeration system and preheating system for CO removal. Study of de-mineraliser Plant.

(x/Z) The Flue Gas System.—Path of flue gases through boiler unit. Single and Multipass 
systems, and their significance. Study of factors affecting Heat Transfer from flue gases to 
water side. Cleanliness of Heating surface.from inside and outside. Soot blowers, study of 
system resistance to flow of flue gases, Preslure drop across heating surface. Significance of 
exhaust temperature of gases at boiler outlet.

f
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{Q} BOILER TECHNOLOGY

Section I

Section II

»
Theory of combustion and Heat Transmission

*
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(xiv) Boiler fittlttgs.—Study of construction of bdiler fittings such as steam stop valve, 
feed chalk valve, water level gauge, scum valve, blow down valves, safety vavles etc.

(.rv) Boiler Instrumentation.—Elements of control and control engineering. Study of 
construction of steam combistat, pressure guage, water level indicator, thermostat, sequence 
controller, low water safety device etc.

(D) DRAWING PAPER

Elevation, plan and end views of the simple components and fittings of boiler, bolts flanges, 
pressure parts, welding forms, joints, couplings etc. Layout of boiler plants and steam lines, 
Reading of foundation, erection and assembly and manufacturing drawings.

.A candidate has to be tested on his adequate understanding and riding of drawings con- 
nectexi with boiler and plant erection work. -

(E) ORAL EXAMINATION

The oral examination will be largely based upon the practical knowledge of the subjec;s 
of the examination and will incorporate questions on the management of boilers, turbines 
and all other machineries covered in the theoretical subjects the duties as an engineer or 
assistant engineer, the overhauling of the steam plant and all other machineries and periodical 
examination of the working parts.

The candidates should also be well acquainted with the accidents to steam pipes, turbines 
and all other machineries covered under theoretical subjects and be able to state how 
these can be prevented and remedied. ”.

25. For rule 139 of the principal rules, the following shall be substituted, namely ;— 
“ 139. Subject for fir. Class.—To satisfy the Board in examination and be entitled to 

a certificate of proficiency of the first class, all candidates, whether in possession of or able 
to claim a certificate of second class or not, must be able to satisfy the requirements pre
scribed under the preceding rule of second class candidates. ”.

In addition to the subjects in rule 138, the candidate must show proficiency in the follow
ing subjects :—

(A) APPLIED ENGINEERING SCIENCES

Section I

(i) Mathematics.—Quadratic equations. Elementary Trigonometry, Maxima and 
Minima values of a function. Study of each properties of triangle, circle and elliptical 
surfaces as are applicable to boiler practice in handing sheet metal and plate cuttings.

(/i) Fluid Mechanics.—Flow of fluids in pipes and ductings, against the fractional 
resistence. Head discharge characteristics of reciprocating and centrifugal type pumps, 
and different types of blower fans. Characteristics of fans in series and parallel, pressure 
drop in straight and helically wounded coil, due to fluid flow, pressure drop across back 
of tubes, determination of system resistence in boiler flue circuit and in chimney.

Section II

(/«) Properties and strer^th of Materials.—'Physical properties of pure and alloyed 
cast iron and steel. Properties of alluminium, copper, zinc, brass, bronze etc. Properties 
of plastics and rubber compounds.

Elastidty, ductility, rigidity, malleability. Stress, Strain and elastic modulus. Determina
tion of tensils, compressive, shear, heeding stress, principal stresses in beams with simply 
supported and fixed ends cases of uniform loading. Deflection of beams, with simply 
supported and fixed ends cases of uniforms loading Deflection of beams. Torsion in 
rotating shaft, stresses in thjn cylinder and dished ends. Strength and efficiency of rivetted 
and welded joints. Strength of metals at elevated temperatures.
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(iv) Electrical Technology.—Study of general principle of generating Electrical signals 
for’ control of pressure, temperature, velocity, discharge rate, etc. in a system. Study 
of relays, and microswitches and their applications in control units. Study of basic 
electronics with special reference to their use in boiler plant control units. Thermionic 
enission Vaccum and semi-conductor triodes and transistors. Amplifier and limiter circuit.

(B) POWER PLANT ENGINEERING

(0 I. C. Engine Plants.—Study of fuel injection characteristics in Diesel Engine- 
Routine maintenance of Diesel engines, Running troubles in Diesel Engine, their diagonis
ing and remedies. Carrying out tests on Diesel Engine, Heat balance. Performance, 
characterirties propersties of fuels and lubricant oils for Deisel Engines, Effect of change 
of altitude on power output.

(ff) Steam Turbine Plant.—Principles of working turbines Velocity and pressure 
compoundiog Impulse and Reation classification. Steam Consumption and efficiency of, 
turbing on full load. Reheating Bleeding, Determination of H. P. and efficiency of turbine 
Steam condensers, cooling system used for condensing Water.

(fif) Nuclear Plant.—Basic principles of engineering controlled heat energy from 
Nuclear fission. Type of Nuclear fuels and moderators. Steam generation techniques. 
Types of Nuclear Plants installed in country.

(iv) Power Plant Location.—Location of power plants. Lay out of building, Architec
tural features, masonry chimney stability foundations.

(v) Power Plant Maintenance.—Workshop requirements for maintenance facilities, 
Welding equipment. Type of welding techniques Acceptable welding formations. Plan
ning out maintenance schedule and periodic overhauls. »

(0 Theory of combustion.—Combustion of fuel droplets. Effects of atomisation and 
penetration on combustion. Mixing techniques for optimum turbulance. Diffuser, 
combustion Cone, Flame length and its control. Role of primary and secondary air. 
Influence of excess air factor on flame development and its temperature. Study of types 
of burners for liquid and gaseous fuels for boilers. Air and Steam atomised burners, low 
Pressure and high pressure burners. Diffusion burner, Primixing burner. Relative mertis and 
suitability of each.

Theory of combustion of coal on grate. Role of primary and secondary air and secon
dary jets. Effective burnjng of volatiles. Method of controlling fire on grate, with caking 
and low ash fusing coal. Optimum Height of fuel bed and control of air feed in hand
fixing aud mechanical firing, Management of furnace and grate bars temperature with 
high calorific value coal. Refractory slagging. Flame lengths of volatiles. Handling of 
fines.

Study of mechanism, working and speed control of stokers. Lower Ram, high ram 
chain grate. Travelling grate and spreader stoker, pulverised fuel burners. Coal crushers 
and coal grading mills. Coal grading Problems associated with fuel pulveriser.

Heat Transmission

(«) Heat transfer through conduction, conduction equiation through composite 
brick walls of boiler. Calculation of loss of heat through boiler walls. Heat transfer 
equiation for convection, of practical equation for heat transfer from flue gases to heating
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surface. Log mean temperature difference. Over all heat transfer c^fficient. Heat 
transfer to water wall. Method of improving overall heat transfer coefficient in boiler, 
heat transfer in economiser units. Maximum possible recovery of easte exhaust heat in 
boiler.

Section III

Boiler operation and performance

Uii) Steam economy.—Steam leakage through joints Estimation of weekly loss of heat 
through minute leaks, loss of heat tlirough imperfectly legged pipes. Correct method of 
lagging. Calculation of Optimum thickness of lagging and savings effected, Study of 
lagging material.

Etfective condensate handling in given steam circuits, Use of suitable steam traps 
at correct locations. Use of correctly installed group steam trapping. Condensate lifting 
Necessity of thermal deaeration. Methods of heat recovery by flashing at correct points.

(zv) Fuel Economy.—Efficient management of burning fuel, in oil and coal fired boilers. 
Control of air and fuel parameter. Necessity of matching air feed system characteristics 
with the combustion parameters. Factors affecting COg and exhaust temperature at the 
boiler exist. Economy affected through knowledge of these factors. Balance droft system 
its merits and demerits, study of factors affecting heat transfer, achievements in fuel 
economy through the knowledge of these factors.

Optimum use of waste heat of exhaust gases. Waste heat boilers, economics of recovery 
of w'aste exhaust heat, through use of heat pipe and finned heat exchanger.

(r) Boiler performance. Determination of exhaust gas analysis, knowing fuel and air 
composition, stu^ of principles and working of Orsat apparatus, COg indication, smoke 
density indicator,*optimum values for COg and exhaust gas temperature in ojl and coal 
fired boilers, comprising between efficient performance and reliability ensuring method of 
testing oil and coal fired boilers in accordance with ISI and other standard codes, heat 
balance determination, performance of boilers at altitude derating factors.

Section IV
z

Boiler Maintenance and ecological problems.

(vz) Maintenance Problems.—Routine maintenance of boiler auxilaries and intrumen- 
tation, periodical checks on all safety devices, interpreting daily log readings and taking 
corrective action in time, routine maintenance on water treatment, instant monitoring 
of water quality, precautions in handling L.S.H.S. fuel, causes of back firing and chimney 
explosion, planning of annual overhauls, routine repairs to refractory, heating surface of 
tubes and ducting, knowledge of specific provisions of the Indian Boiler Regulations on 
periodical inspections, routine checks on steam piping and joints.

(fzz) Ecological problems.—’Knowledge of clean air and smoke nuisances Acts, study 
of factors causing pollution of air to oil and coal fired boilers, estimating fly ash and duts 
concentration in exist gases of oil fired boilers and those from coal fired with hand firing, 
stoker firing and pulverised fuel injection systems, study of anti-pollution measures, 
principle, construction and working of dust settling chambers, cyclons separators, venturi 
scrubbers, back pressure filters, and electrostatic precipitators, study of efficiency and 
economic apsects of these units for their suitability on industrial and power house bilers, 
anti-pollution measures for coal woods, anti-pollution measures for gas pollutants from 
boiler, ground concentration study of instrumental measurements of dust concentration 
smoke density, gas pollutants, and microsize of dust particles in chimney exhaust, 
knowledge of local pollution laws.

(D) ORAL EXAMINATION J

The oral examination will be largely based upon the practical knowledge of the subject 
of the examination and will incorporate questions on the management of boilers, turbines

I

I
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and all other machineries covered in the theoretical subjects, duties as an engineer or 
assistant engineer, the overhauling of the steam plant and all other machineries and 
periodical examination of the working parts.

“The candidates should also be well acquainted with the accidents to steam pipes, turbines 
and all other machineries covered under theoretical subjects and be able to state how 
these can be prevented and remedied.”.

26. In rule 141 of the principal rules, in clause (a), for the portion beginning with the
words “ that is to say.............................. ’’and ending with the wtxds “ Drawing paper ”, the
following shall be substituted, namely

“ that is to say—

(1) Applied Engineering Science (2) Power Plant Engineering (3) Boiler Technology and 
(4) Drawing paper ”.

27. In rule 142 of the principal rules, for the portion beginning with the words “ The 
percentage of marks ” and ending with the words and figures “ 75 per cent ”, the following 
shall be substituted, namely ;—

The percentage of marks to be secured in each of the subjects of (i) Applied Engineering 
Science (ii) Power Plant Engineering and (iii) Boiler Technology, shall not be less than 50 
per cent, and for the oral questions on each of the subjects referr^ to in clause (a) of rule 141 
shall not be less than 60 per cent. ”.

28. In rule 143 of the principal rules, in clause (a), for the portion beginning with the words
“ that is to say..................” and ending with the words “ Drawing power ” the following shall
be substituted namely :—

" that is to say—(1) Applied Engineering Science (2) Power Plant Engineering and (3) 
Bolier Technology ”.

29. In rule 144 of the principal rules, for the portion beginning with the words “ The 
percentage of marks ” and ending with the words and figures “ 75 per cent ”, the following 
shall be substituted, namely :—•

“ The percentage of marks to be secured in each of three subjects referred to in clause 
(a) of rule 143 shall not be less than 50 per cent and for the oral questions on each of the 
subjects aforesaid, shall not be less than 60 per cent. ”.

30. For the existing rule 146 of and the note thereunder, the following shall be substituted, 
’ namely

“ 146. Time Table for fxazTHnaZ/ort.—Examination for first and second class engineers 
shall be timed as follows unless otherwise notified by the Chief Inspector who shall also pres
cribe intervals, if necessary :—

i
1

1

Day

1

Morning Session
10:00 a.m. to 1-00 p.m.

2

Afternoon Session
2-00 p.m. to 5-00 p.m.

3

First Class

First day . Bolier Technology-I Boiler Technology-II

Second day . Power Plant Engineering Applied Engineering Science-I

Third day Applied Engineering Science-II

Fourth and
subsequent days

' Oral .. Oral
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First day 
Second day 
Third day 
Fourth day
Fifth and subsequent Oral 

days
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3
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Second Class

.. Bolicr Technology-I .. Bolier Technology-II

.. Power Plant Engineering .. Applied Engineering Sciencc-1

.. Applied Engineering Science-Il ...........

.. Drawing (10 a.m. to 3 p.m.) .. Oral
Oral

31. For rule 147 of the principal rules, the following shall be substituted, namely ;—

“ 147. Grant of Certificate of Proficiency.—If a candidate passes the examination, the 
result shall be notified in the Ojficial Gazette^ and he shall be granted a certificate in accordane 
with the classes in which he passed as soon as practicable after such publication of the result ”,

Division IV

Declaration to be made by the applicant.

I do hereby declare that the statements made in Divisions 1,11 and III of this form arc correct 
and true to the best of my knowledge and belief; and that the papers enumerated in Division 
fli and submitted with this Form are true and genuine documents and further that the copies 
of the documents subnutted with this Form are true and conect. I further declare that 
Statements made in Division 111 contain a true and correct account of the whole period of my 
service without exception, and I make this declaration conscientiously believing the same 
to be true.

Dated at this
Signed in the presence—

Signature.................................
Designation...........................

day of 19

Signature of the applicant. 
Present address ”

32. In Form D appended to the principal rules, for the existing Division III and Division 
• IV, the following shall be substituted, namely :—

“ Division lU

List of Testimonials and statement of services.

[The testimonials to be numbered consecutively according to the number given in column 
(1) below]

fNo. of Date of each Name of person Address and Number and
testimonials testimonial signing each Designation of type and

(if any) testimonial factory or heating
workshop were surface of

employed boliers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Capacity 
in which 

employed

Date of 
commence

ment

(6) (7)

Date of Time employed in Initials of Remarks 
termination this service verifier to be

 filled by the 
Month Days---------Board

(10) (11) (12)(8)
Year

(9) (13)

33. For Form G appended to the principal rules, the following shall be substituted,, 
namely :—

FORM OF CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY

{See rule 148)

Certificate of proficiency of the First {or Second) Class

PHOTO
GRAPH

i

19No.

Shri .......................................................... aged about .................years at present residing

at........................................................haveing satisfied the Board of Examiners constituted under

the Maharashtra Boiler Rules, 1962, of his proficiency, is granted under the said rules, this 

certificate of Proficiency of the First (or Second) Class a s an engineer authorising him to have 

charge of boilers, turbines, I. C. Engines and machineries using steam provided the boilers 

shall be situated within a redius of 25 metres in the same premises and belong to the same 

owner and that he is assisted by * Dated at............................. this........................day

of................................................. 19

Secretary to the Board of Examiners. Chairman to the Board of Examiners.

Descriptive Roll—

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Date and Place of Birth. 
Address.
Nationality.
Height without shoes. 
Marks of identification. 
Signature.

•Here insert the number of Boiler Attendants considered necessary by the Chief Inspector.” 

(Notification No. IBA/1181/CR-489) /Lab-3, dated Sth March, 1983, published in M.G.G.
Part I-L, dated 7th April, 1983, Page No. 2259-2272).

Total services—
Time served for which certificates are produced— 
Time served for which no certificates are produced—

y
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V. iNDVSTRixv Dispvres A.CT, 1947.
(a) Notifications under the Act.—(1) In exervise of the powers conferred by proviso to 

sub-<lause (vi) of clause (n) of section 2 of the said Act, the Government of Maharashtra has 
declared the industry’ specified in the Schedule hereto annexed to be a Public Utility Service for 
the purposes of the said Act for a period of six months from 9th March 1983.

Schedule

Dairies employing 20 or more workmen including activities of and connected with produc
tion collection, processing, transport and distribution of milk.

(Notification No. lDA/1483/9O6O/2722/Lab.-2, dated 9th March 1983 published in Af.G.G., 
Part 1-L, dated 7th April 1983, page No. 2276-77).

Consumer Price Index Numbers tor Working Class 
for April 1983

(2) In exercise of the powers conferred by proviso to sub-clause (vi) of clause («) of section 2 
of the said Act, the Government of Maharashtra has declared the industry specified in the 
Sch^ule hereto annexed to be a Public Utility Service for the purposes of the said Act, for 
a period of six months commencing from the 16th March 1983.

Schedule

Concerns manufacturing bread and biscuits and employing 20 or more workmen.
(Notification No. IDA 1483/CR-(2695) Lab-2, dated 16th March 1983, published iL Al.G.G., 

Part 1-L, dated 7th April 1983, page 2277).
r

(6) Appointment under the Act.—(1) In exercise of the powers conferred by the section 8 of 
the said Act, the Government of Maharashtra has appointed Shri M. S. Deshpande, Civil 
Judge (Senior Division), Bhandara, to be the Presiding Officer of the Third Labour Court, 
Nagpur in place of Shri B. R. Tiwari.

(Notification No. IDA/1183/6711/Lab.-9, dated 25th March 1983, published in M.G.G., 
Part I-L, dated 7th April 1983, page 2278-79).

VI. NtAHARAaTTKA ^ATHADI HaMAL AND OTHER MANUAL WORKERS (REGULATION OF 

Employment and Welfare) Act, 1969.
(1) Corrigendum.—In Government Notification, Industries, Energy and Labour Depart

ment, No- UWA. 1482/CR. 8(X)7/Lab.-5, dated the 6th December 1982, published in the 
Maharashtra Government Gazette, Part I-L, Extraordinary, dated the 6th December 1982, 
at pages 307-308, in paragraph 1 in sub-paragraph (2), for “ 1st January 1983 ” read “ 10th 
January 1983

(Notification No- UWA/1482/CR-8007/Lab.-5, dated 17th February 1983, published in 
M.G.G., Part I-L, dated 7th April 1983, page 2253).

(2) In the Metal (excluding Iron and Steel) and Paper Unprot^ted Workers (Regulation 
of Employment and Welfare) (Amendment) Scheme, 1982 published at pages 307-308 of 
Maharashtra Government Gazette, Part I-L, Extraordinary, dated the 6th December 1982, 
in clause 3, for “ 1st day or January 1983 ’* read “ 15th day of January 1983 ” and/or “ 1st 
day February 1983 ” read “ 15th day of February 1983 ”.

(Notification No. UWA/1482/CR-8007/Lab.-5, dated 1st March 1983, published in M.G.G., 
Part I-L, dated 7th April 1983, page 2257).

March 1983 April 1983

I

and

41919.0i V.

100.0Total

I

560 
533 
682 
162
546

580
557
693
162
550

•Details regarding the scope and method of compilation of the index will be found on 
pages 598 to 605 of December 1965 issue of Labour Gazette, For Erratta {see) page 867 of 
January 1966 issue.

Nofe.—To obtain the equivalent old index number on base 1933-34=100, the general 
index number on base 1960-100 should be multiplied by the linking factor viz., 4.44.

I-A. 
I-B. 
U.
III. 

; IV.

i Weight proportional 1 Group Index Numbers 
i to the total expen-
I diture

57.1
4.9
5.0
4.6
9.4

i Consumer Price Index Number 518
I

Group

Food
Pan, Supari, Tobacco, etc. 
Fuel and Light 
Housing 
Gothing, Bedding 
Foot-wear.

Miscellaneous

BOMBAY ♦

A rise of 14 Points
In April 1983 the Consumer Price Index Number for Working Class (New 
Series) for the Bombay Centre with base January to December 1960 equal to 
100 was 532 being 14 points higher than that in the preceding month. The 
index relates to the standard of life ascertained during the year 1958-59 family 
living survey at the Bombay Centre.

The index number for the food group increased by 20 points to 580 due to 
rise in the average prices rice, wheat, jowar, bajra, arhardal, moongdal, uriddal, 
edible oils, vanaspati, goat-meat, fish, fresh eggs, milk, sugar, tea-leaf, tea, 
readymade, cold drink and vegetables and fruits.

I The index number for the Pan, Supari and tobacco etc. group increased
I by 24 points to 557 due to a rise in the average prices of Pan leaf, Katha, 

cigarettes and chewing tobacco.
I The index number for the Fuel and Light group increased by 11 points to 

693 due to a rise in the average prices of fire wood and kerosene oil.
The index number for housing remained steady at 162 being a six-monthly 

item.
The index number for the clothing, bedding and footwear group increased by 

4pointsto550dueto ariseintheaveragepricesof dhoti,saree, shirtingand shoes 
—gents.

The index number for the miscellaneous group increased by 3 points to 422 
due to a rise in the average prices of Dr.’s fee, railway fare, toilet soap, durrie, 

’ washing soap and tailoring charges.

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR WORKING CLASS 
(NEW SERIES) FOR BOMBAY CENTRE

(Average prices for the calendar year 1960=100)

VU. Maharashtra Recognition of Trade Unions and Prevention of Unfair Labour 
PTlactices Act, 1971.
(1) Appointments under the Act.—In exercise of the powers conferred by section 6 of the 

said Act, the Government of Maharashtra has appointed Shri M. S. Deshpande, Civil Judge, 
(Senior Diviskm) Bhandara to preside over as a Presiding Officer of the Third Labour Court, 
Nagpur.

(Notification No. ULP/1983/6712/Lab.-9, dated 25th March 1983, published in M.G.G., 
Part I-L, dated 7th April 1983, page 2280).
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SOLAPUR*

' I
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1

I 
.!

1
1

•Details regarding the scope and method of compilation of the index may be seen on 
pages 771 to 779 of January 1968 issue of Labour Gazette.

Note.— For arriving at the equivalent of the old Index Number (1939 — 100), the new 
index Number should be multiplied by the linking factor viz. 5 *22.

651

522—A rise of 7 points

In April 1985 the Consumer Price Index Number for Working Class (New 
Scries) for Solapur Centre with base year January to December 1960 equal 
to 100 was 522 l^ing 7 points higher than that in the proceding month. The 
index relates to the standard of life ascertained during the year 1958-59 family 
living survey at Solapur Centre.

The index number for the food group increased by 9 points to 543 due to a rise 
in the average prices of rice, jowar, arhardal gramdal, masurdal, milk, ghee, 
sugar, gur and vegetables.

The index number for the Pan, Supari and tobacco etc. group increased 
by 9 points to 475 due to a rise in the average prices of Pan leaf and Katha.

The index number for the fuel and light group increased by 2 points to 701 
due to a rise in the average price of kerosene oil only.

The index number for housing remained steady at 243 being a six monthly 
item.

The index number for clothing, bedding and footwear group remained steady 
at 546.

The index number for the miscellaneous group increased by 4 points to 425 
due to a rise in the average prices of railway fare and laundry charges.

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR WORKING CLASS (NEW SERIES) 

FOR SOLAPUR CENTRE.

(Average prices for the calendar year I960 a 100)

Group Index Numbers jWei^t
Groups proportional ——------------ --- - -—

i to the total March April
expenditure 1983 1983

I-A. Food 63.0 1 534 543
I-B. Pan, Supari, Tobacco etc. 3.4 466 475
U. Fuel and Light 7.1 699 701
lU. Housing 5.2 243 243
IV. Clothing, Bedding and Footwear .. 9.0 546 546 i
V. Miscellaneous 12.3 421 425

Total 100.00

Conzumer Price Index Number 515 522

•DctaJlsregardingthcscopcandmethodofcompilationofthe indexmay be seen on pages 
607to613, December 1965 issue of Ltdsour Gazette. Tot Errata (see} page 897 of January 
1966 imue.

Note.— For arriving at the equivalent of the old index number 1927-28—1(X), the new 
Index number should be multiphed by the Unking factor of 3.82.

NAGPUR*

515—A fall ol 2 Points

In April 1983 the Consumer Price Index Number for Working Class (new 
Scries) for Nagpur Centre with base year January to December I960 equa' to 
100 was 515 being 2 points lower than that in the preceding month. The 
index re’ates to the standard of life ascertained during the year 1958-59 family 
living survey at Nagpur Centre.

The index number for the food group decreased by 1 point to 539 due to a fall 
in the average prices of rice, wheat, jowar, edible oils, dry chillies, onions, garlic 
and corriander.

The index number for the Pan, Supari and tobacco etc. group increased 
by 6 points to 511 due to a rise in the average prices of Pan leaf and Pan(finished)..

The index number for the fuel and light group decreased by 22 points to 750 - 
due to a fall in the average prices of kerosene oil only.

The index number for housing remained steady at 260 being a six-monthly 
item.

The’index number for clothing, bedding and footwear group increased by
2 points to 590 due to a rise in the average prices of dhoti and markin.

The index number for the miscellaneous group increased by 2 points to 403 
due to a rise in the average prices of railway fare and aluniinimum utensils.

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NUMBER FOR WORKING CLASS (NEW SERIES) 
FOR NAGPUR CENTRE

I» k j-

(Average prices for the calendar year 1960 = 100)

Groups

* 1

Weights 1

proportional i- 
to total j

expenditure

Group Index Numbers

March 
1983

April 
1983

1

1-A. Food 57.2 540 539
1-B. Pan, Supari, Tobacco, etc. 3.8 505 '; 511
11. Fuel a nd Light 5.7 772 1 750
lU. Housing 6.6 260 260
IV. Clothing. Bedding and Footwear .. 10.9 588 590
V. Miscellaneous 15.8 401 403

Total .. 100.0

Consumer Price Index Number 527 525

y
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JALGAON

I

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR WORKING CLASS 

(NEW SERIES) FOR JALGAON CENTRE 

(Average prices for the calender year 1961 — 100)

«1

PUNE I

494—A rise of 23 Points 1
fn April 1983, the Consumer Price Index Number for Working Class (New i 
Series) for Pune Centre with base year January to December 1961 equal to 106 I 
was being 23 points higher than that in the preceding month. The index I 
relates to the standard of life ascertained during the year 1958-59 family living i 

survey at Pune Centre. |
The index number for the food group increased by 30 points to 528 due to 1 

a rise in the average prices of rice, wheat, jowar, bajri, turdal, gramdal, 
moongdal, dry fish, fresh fish, potatoes, brinjals, tomatoes, vegetables, sugar, 
gur and beverages.

The index number for the fuel and light group increased by 35 points to 710 
due to a rise in the average prices of firewood, kerosene, charcoal and match 
box.

The index number for housing remained steady at 143 being a six-monthly 
item.

The index number for the clothing and footwear group increased by 4 points 
to 515 due to a rise in the prices of saree, drill and. long-cloth.

The index number for the miscellaneous group increased by 16 points to 
433 due to a rise in the average prices of bidies, cigarettes, tooth powder, 
bladies. cinema and railway fare.

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR WORKING CLASS
(NEW SERIES) FOR PUNE CENTRE

(Average prices for the calender year 1961 == 100)

519—A rise of 21 points

In April 1983 the Consumer Price Index Number for Working Class (New 
Series) for Jalgaon Centre with base January to December 1961 equal to 100 
was 519 being 21 points higher than that in the preceding month. The index 
relates to the standard of life ascertained during the year 1958-59 family living 
survey at Jalgaon Centre.

The index number for the food group incsased by 27 points to 562 due to 
a rise in the average prices of rice, wheat, jowar, moongdal, uriddal, oils and 
fats, fresh and dry fish, termeric, garam masala, zeera, onion, other vegetables, 
banana, sugar, and gur.

The index number for the Fuel and Light group increase by 1 point to 709 
due to a rise in the average prices of kerosene.

The index number for housing remained steady at 183 being a six-monthly 
item.

The index number for clothing, and footwear group increased by 4 points 
to 485 due to a rise in the average prices of dhoti, saree, cloth for trousers, 
long-cloth, coloured fabrics.

The index number for the miscellaneous group increased by 23 points to 417 
due to a rise in the average prices of daily mixture and Railway fare.

i Group Index NumbersWeight .
Groups proportional i - 

to total i
expenditure

------------------ 1-
March 1
1983

April 
1983 .

I. Food 55-85 498 528 i

IL Fuel and light
’ 6-89
1

675 710 :

HL Housing 6-65' 143 t ''' 1
IV. Oothing and Footwear .. 10-31 511 515 j

V. Miscellaneous 20-30 417
433 i

‘ Total .. 100-00 ....

1

1

CotUKuer Price Index Number ..
1
1 471 1

•Dvtaib recvding the scope and method of compilation of the index will be found on - 
1727 to 1730 <rf the August 1965 issue of Labour Gazette. For Errata thereto, see page •

•Details regarding the scope and method of eompilation of the index will be found on 
pages 758 to 760 of the January 1966 issue of Labour Gazette.

Groups

1 ..........................

Weight 
proportional 

to total 
expenditure

...

Group Index Numbers

March •
1983

April 
1983

! I.

1
Food

1

60.79 ■
1 562

1
i “• Fuel and Light 7.20 708 709

in. Housing 6.11 183 183

1 IV.
Clothing and Footwear 10.29 481 485

V. Miscellaneous 15.61 1 394 417

Total .. 100.00

Consumer Price Index Number .. .... 49S 519

Note.—To obtain the equivalent old index number on base August 1939 - 100, the new 
index number on base 1961 - 100 should be multiplied by the linking factor viz. 5.29.
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—A rise of 10 points

In .April 1983 the Consumer Price Index Number for Working Class (New 
Scries) for Nand«i Centre with base January to December 1961 equal to 100 
was 547 being 10 points higher than that in the preceding month. The index 
relates to the standard of life ascertained during the year 1958-59 family living 
survey at Nanded Centie.

The index number for the food group increased by 14 points to 597 due to 
a rise in the average prices of rice, wheat, jowar, turdal, moongdal, uriddal, 
gramdal, groundnut oil. mutton, ghee, turmeric, potatoes, onions, brinjals, 
tomatoes and gur.

The index number for the Fule and Light group has remained steady at 670.
The index number for housing remained steady at 302 being a six-monthly, 

item.
• The index number for clothing and footwear group increased by 10 points 
to 491 due to a rise in the average prices of clothing items.

The index number for the miscellaneous group increased by I point to 424 
due to a rise in the average prices of Railway fare.

I iURANGABAD*

1I
154—A rise of 11 points

LABOUR GAZETTE-JUNB I9S3 657

In April 1983, the Consumer Price Index Number for Working Class (New 
Series) for Aurangabad Centre with base year January to December 1961 equal 
to 100 was being 11 points higher than that in the preceding month. The 
index relates to the standard of life ascertained during the year 1958-59 family 
living survey at Aurangabad Centre.

The index number for the food group increased by 13 points to 563 due to 
a rise in the average prices of rice, wheat, jowar, turdal, moongdal, masurdal, 
groundnut oil, karadoil, vanaspati, garam masala, potatoes, vegetables, garlic, 
banana and gur.

The index number for the fuel and light group increased by 3 points to 763 
due to a rise in the average price of kerosene only.

The index number for housing remained steady at 316 being a six-monthly 
item.

The index number for the clothing and footwear group increased by 20 points 
to 517 due to a rise in the prices of dhoti, saree and longh-cloth.

The index number for the miscellaneous group increased by 3 points to 430 
due to a rise in the average prices of Pan-leaf, Supari and railway kre.

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR WORKING CLASS 
(NEW SERIES) FOR AURANGABAD CENTRE

(Average prices for the calendar year 1961 — 100)
(Average prices for the calendar year 1961 — 100)

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR WORKING (NEW SERIES) 

CLASS FOR NANDED CITY

•Details regarding the scope and method of compilation of the index will be found on 
pages 1107 to 1112 of the March 1966 issue of Labour Gazette.

Groups
\

Weight 
proportional 

to total 
expenditure

I
Group Index Numbers

March 
1983

April 
1983 .

1. Food 61.46 583 597

• u. Fuel and Light 5.88 670 670

i m. Housing 4.62 302 302
! I'-

Clothing and Footwear 12.22 481 491 j

1 V. Miscellaneous 15.82 423 424

i
1 Toul .. 100.00 ...

Cotuumer Price Index Number .. 537 547

Note.— To obtain the equivalent old index number on base August 1943 to July 1944-100, 
the new index number of 1961 ■> 100 should be muiuplicd by the linking factor rh. 2.45*

♦Details regarding scope and method of compilation of the index will be found on pages 
1130 to 1134 of March 1966 issue of Labour Gazette.

Groups
Weight 

proportional 
to total 

expenditure

Group Index Number

March
1983

April
1983

! L Food 60.72 550 563 1
’ n. Fuel and Light 7.50 760 763 1
i m. Housing 8.87 316 316 '

IV. Clothing and Footwear 9.29 497 517

!’• Miscellaneous 13.62 427 430

i Total .. 100.00 ....

1 CoHztuner Price Index Number .. 1 .... 523
1
1

Afore.—To obtain the equivalent old index number on base August 1943 to July 1944—100, 
tbe new index number on base 1961 — 100 should be multiplied by the linking factor r>x.
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/'fiNSllMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FQi, 
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. I«t n Calender month, from May
The Statistics for the

April 1983 am pvcn

Mar 1982

Juac 1982

July 1982

August 1982

S«ptefDb9 1982

October 1982 

jqownber 1982

Pffywnber 1982 

jaouary 1983 

Febnjuy 1983

March 1583

April 1983

Base 
1960-100 i

1
1949-100

3

-1
- .i

564

..1 ATQ 571t
413 581

593

.. 489 594

.. 491 597

496 603

497 604

495 - 602

.. 500 608

, 502 610

• 508 617
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An analysis of disputes handled by the Conciliation machinery in the State during March li9S3 under various X«ts is 
E? given below ;—

(a) Cause-wise analysis of the cases received during the month ;—

Employment,
Issues relating 1 leave, hours I

Act to pay. of work and 1
allowances Miscellaneous |
and Bonus causes I

1 2 * \
1

I Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 57 111
2 Bombay Industrial Relations Act, 1946 2 1 4
3 Bombay Industrial Relations (Extensions and Amend .... .. ..

ment) Act, 1964. 1 11^

Total .. 59 288

(b) Result-wise analysis of the cases dealt with during the month—

Act
Pending at 

the begining 
of the 
month

No. of 
cases 

received 
during 

the month

Settled 
amicably

Ended 
in failure

With
drawn 
or not 

pursued 
by parties

Closed

1 2 3 4 5 6 1

I.D. Act, 1947
B. I. R. Act, 1946
B. I. R. (Ext. and Arndt.) 

Act, 1964.

1.772
138

365
29

115
6

209
3

56
2

i * ■ ■ ■

99
1 '

1
Total .. 1.910 Ii , ,|9£ .. 222 i . 102

Total

(4 to 7)

Pending 
at the 
end of

the 
month

479 1,658
14 1 148

1 ....
!

493 1 1,806
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Industrv-wlse and District-wise analysis pf the oases pocclved during the month under Bombay Industrial Relaiiors Act 
1946 and Bombay Indtisirial Relations (Exicnhion and Amendment) Act, 1964 are given lieiow

I
Act Cotton Silk Wollen

1 Textile 1 1 ! 1
i 1 Trans- i Total

Textile Textile Textile I^rocessing' Hosiery i Banking i
1

Sugar j Misc. ! port 1

i

i 3 4 5 6 1 j 8 i' 10

B.l.R. Act, 1946

1

2 1

.. i i .. 1 !
!

B. I. R. (Extension And 
Amendment) Act, 1964.

Textile 
Industry

Paper 
Industry

Printing 
Industry

Press 
Industry

Electn- I En^- | Local
dty Banking, neering 1 Bodies

Other 
Misc.

District-wise analysis is given below :—

Act Bombay. Pune
j Thane
j j

Nagpur

1 2 3 i 1 5

B. I- R. Act, 1946 1
1

j

(
1

i Auranga- i
Nanded f bad Kolhapur >

Bombay (Nagpur
Auranga- ;

Chanda

T

Act
1’

B. I. R. (Extension and Amendment) Act. 1964

ex-
B'S'

B 3 ci
s' 
» 2 c;OO O- e*

Buldana I Total

w o -* 5?"

3 3 S
5 so 5 ®

or
Z? rh

to

i.
2 '*■ 

UJ O 3-



Began

86 7 115

5,435Go-slow

450 n,7oo 2,69,278 Continued.Reinstatement 20-4-1981

1,450 39,150 7,60,250

8748-1-1983 23,598Bonus

515of 23-1-1983 13,905

89328-9-1982

. 28-11-1982.

Others—

Labour Troubh

20 per cent Bonus 20-10,1981

Bonus 21-10-1981

Ifigher Bonus

Scuffle in 
premises 
Co. bet. 
unions.

the 7,12-1932 
of the

rival

Bonus for the year 22-12-1982 
1981.

Others— 
Abolition 

contract labour, 
false allegations

1-1-1983 7-3-1983

Reason Date of work stoppages No .of
---------------workers 
Ended involved

32,610 3,04,360 Partially
sueceKSful.

Others—
Leave Benefits, 29-7-1981 

Bonus, wages etc.

Mandays Lost

2 43

Pvt. L

,641

Name of the 
Concern

Sector Strike/ 
Ltxrkout

THE FDLLOWINt; STATEMENT THE DETAII.I IT INFORMATION OF IMPORTANT INDUSTRIAL DISPVTES
CAUSING MORE THAN MAN-DAYS LOST DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH 1983.

Serial
-------------------------------------- Result 
During the Till the close of 

month the month
9 10

Thane—
National Rayon Cor

poration Ltd., At 
and Post Mohone, 
District-Thane.

Thane—
Teksons Ltd., Kolshet 

Road, Thane.
Bombay—
The Bombay Gas Co. 

Ltd., Lalbaug, 
Bombay-12.

A urangabad—■
Godore Tools (I) Pvt. 

Ltd., E-29 & 30 
Chikalthana I. A. 
Aurangabad-431210 
(MS)

Thane—
Indian Aluminimum 

Co. Ltd., Belapur 
Road, P. O. Kalwa, 
Thane-400 605.

Bombay—
Bedrock Tyre 

Rubber Co. 
Ltd.. M. G. 
Bombay-90.

S

S

S

S

and 
Pv». 

Road,

S

Standard Batteries
Ltd., Vakola, Santa
cruz (E), Bombay- 
400 058.

L

Thant

Amar Dye-Chem Ltd., 
P- Box No. 228, Near 
Shahad Station, 
Kalyan, District- 
Thane.

S

Bombay—

Calico Dyeing Printing 
Mills Ltd., Industrial 
Estate, Dr. Ambed- 
kar Road, Bom
bay-400 012.

Pvt.

Pvt.

Pvt.

Pvt.

Pvt. Wages, D. A. 
etc.

I»vt. Go-slow

P\t.

Pvt. L

Bombay—

The Shreeniwas Cotton 
Mills Ltd.. 402, 
Senapati Ba pat
Marg, Bombay-400 013.

Pvt.
28,76,855

Bombay—

The Standard Mills Pvt. 
Co. Ltd.,Parbhadevi 
Road, Bombay-25.

21.79,909

Bombay—
Prakash Cotton 

Pvt. Ltd., 
Ganpatrao 
Marg, Lower Parel 
Bombay-13.

Mills Pvt. 
Opp. 
K-Udam



k'
X
55:

c* 
X 
?

Ci
X
52

t»j

Dale of work stoppages

EndedBegan

6 74 53

z

20-10-1981BonusS

Others—
2,98,187 Continued.S

General Dentands—
Continued.10,16.110S

General Demands—
Continued.4,230 1,02,501 22,19.527

z

Continued.8.29,802

45,6231,799 8,21.997 Continued.

3

17.3071.051 Continued.7.16.845

50,1541,878 Continued.7,73,627

28.7281,064 8,07,084 Continued.18-1-1982

Continued.

Continued,

Name of the 
Concern

General Den.ands— 

Wages, D. A. etc.

1,140 27.169

Sector Strike/ Reason 
Lockout

1,617 36,086 25,01412 Continued.

571 14,577

601 14.852

Wages, D. A. etc. 18-1-1982

22,329 4.07 .%O6 Commued.
4

General Demand^—
Wages, D. A. etc. 18-1-1982

Wages. D. A. etc. 17-1-1982

General Demands—

Wages, D. A. etc. 18-1-1982

Bombay—

Jupiter Textile Mills Pub. 
(Unit of N. T. C.) 
B. M. Marg, Parel, 
Bombay-400 013.

General Demands----

Wages, D. A. etc. 18-1-1982

General Demands—
Wages, D. A. etc. 18-1-1982

Bombay—

Poddar Processors Pvt. 
G, K. Marg, Lower 
Parel, Bombay-400 013.

General Dem3.nd5—
Wages, better Ser- 18-1-1982 
vice Condition

I 
Calling for 23-12-1981 

Holiday 
working.

No .of Mandays Lost 
workers--------------------------- Result
involved During Till the close 

the month of the month
89 10 11

Tiiv FOl I OWING STM IMI NT (,l\V.S THE I)H All Ln INl’OMMA'nON OF IMPORTANT INDUSTRIAL DISPLTLS 
* CAU.SINti MORE TllAN 10,000 MAN-DAYS LOST DURlNfi THE MONTH OFMARCH 19H3.

Serial

Bombay—

The Hindustan Spg. Pvt. 
& Wvg. Mills Co. 
Dr. A. Nair Road, 
BomlMiy-400 Oil.

Bombay—

The Morarjee Gokul- Pvt. 
das Spg.&Wvg.Co.Ltd., 
Dr. Ambedkar Rd., 
Parel. Bombay-12.

Bombay—
Mofatlal Fine SpR. & 

Wvg. Co. Ltd.. (Unit 
No. 3> Lower Parel, 
BombayOt 3.

Bombay—

The India United Mills 
No.5, Anant Canpat 
Pa war lane, Victoria 
garden, P. O. 
Bombay-400 027.

Bombay—
The Gold Mohur Mills 

Ltd., Dadasaheb 
Phalkc Road, Dadar, 
Bombay-14.

Bombay—
Apollo Textiles Mills, 

N. M. Joshi Marg, 
Chinch pokii, 
Bombay-11.

Bombay— 
rhe New

Bombay Mfg, Co. 
Ltd.. 63. - ■' 
Kadam Marg, 
Bombay-33.

Bombay— 
Digvijay Textiles Mills,

Lalbaug, Bombay-33.

City of

T. B.

Bombay—
Bharat Textile Mills. 

Canapatrao Kadam 
Marg, Pare!, 
Bombay-13.

Bombay—
Mumbai Textile Mills, 

Senapati Bapai
Marg, Bombay-13,

General Demands— 
Wages, D. A. etc. 18-1-1982

Genera! Denutnds— 
Wages, O, A. etc.



EndedBegan

76

CoHtimedPvt. S

*

18-1-1982 Do.Pvt. S

18-1-1982 Do.Pvt. S

18-1-1982 f>o.Pvt. S

3,980 1,01,345 20,98,59718-1-1982Pub. S

■«lr<

CoBtinue<S-64.064 13,25.86518-1-1982
SPvt.

Do.15,77,0133,109 75,32618-1-1982
SPvt.

G. D.— De.8,71,1852,178 49,34818-1-1982

E>e.10,32,25949,7872,07017-1.1982

Do.4,64.47418.I-J982

,8.1-1982

r>o.
Jg-l-19S2

->

. t-i

G.X>.----
Wages, D. A. etc.

Ltd., 
Bap att

G.D.—
D. A. etc.

G. D.—
'WdiiCS, D. A. etc

6,059 i.57,534 24.13,673

Co.. 
Bom-

1.T57 42,783 10,32,264

3,533 91,624 15,01,486

2,851 76,977 13,98,296

966 22,692 7,27,757

848 20,607

3,543 95,106 13.29,612 Do.

THE FOLLOWING STATEIMENT GIVES THE DETAILED INFORMATIDM GF WISFWM •
CAUSING MORE THAN 10,000 MAN-DAYS LOST DURING THE MONTH Or MARCH 19^3 5

Serial 
No.

Name of the Sector S/L Reason Date of work stoppages No .of Mandays Lost
— workers--------------------------- Result

involved During Till the close 
the month of the month

89 10 11

Bombay—
Simplex Mill Co. Ltd., 

30, Kesha vr ao 
Khade Marg, Sant 
Gadge Marg,
Maharaj ' Chawla, 
Bombay 400 011.

Bombay—
The Finlay Mills Ltd., 

10/11, Dr. S. S. Rao 
Road, ParcI, Bom
bay 400012.

Bombay—
The Victoria Mills Ltd. 

Budhkar Marg, N. 
M. Joshi Marg, 
Parel, Bombay-13.

Bombay—
Piramal Spg. & Wvg. 

Mills Ltd., Piramal 
Bhavan, G.K.Marg, 
Bombay 400 013.

Bombay—
India United Mills Ltd. 

No. 1, Dr. Ambed- 
kar Road, ParcI, 
Bombay 400 012.

Bombay----
Swadeshi NlLlls 

Ltd., Kurla, 
bay 400 070.

Bombay—
Kamala Mills 

Senapati 
Marg Lower Parel, 
Bombay 400 013.

G. D.—
Wages, D. A. etc. 18-1-1982,

G. D.— 
'Wdiges, D. A. etc.

G. D.—
W3.gcs, D. A. etc.

G. D.—
D. A. etc.

Bombay
32 Swan Mills Ltd., (Unit 

Coorla Mills) Old 
Agra Road, Kurla, 
Bombay 400 070.

Pvt. s Wages, D. A. etc.

Bombay—■ G. D.—
33 Swan Mills Ltd., (Unit 

Swan) T. J. Road, 
Sewree, Bombay-15.

Pvt. S V7a.eiss, D. A. etc.

Bombay—
34 Swan Mills Ltd., (Pro

cess House) T. J. 
Road, Sewree, 
Bombay 400 015.

Pvt. S
G D.—
Wages, D. A., etc.

Bombay— G. D.—

35 The Phoenix Mills Ltd. 
Lower Parel,
Bombay 400 O1 3.

Pvt. S D. A, etc.

Bombay—• G. D.—

36 M/s. Kohinoor Mills, 
Co., Ltd.. M.M.G., 
Marg, Dadar,
Bombay 400 014.

Pvt. s Wages. D. A. etc.
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Press-note showing the progress doring the month of April 1983.

The Employees’ State Insurance Scheme applies to Bombay area and 
. ^es Bassein and Goa in Bombay Region and provides protections to 

‘k 59'778 'vorkers in the events of Employment Injuries, Sickness and 
*r».JnitV This protection is made available in two ways namely by omvi 
ffi cal care" Benefits when i^eded. During the monthVf Ap^r ‘ ’3 

Per’O'!!, R’- 30,63,254.63 Cash Benefit due to’
’Hcltdes 4,779 persons who were in receipt of 

fbr Permanent Disablement Benefit and 1,738 persons who were in 
St of Dependants Benefits as dependants of deceased Insured Persons 
During the month 3.531 accidents were reported against 3.561 during the 
preceding month.

Comparatively fewer persons need the employment injury benefits, but a fairly 
large number need Cash benefit in the event cf Sickness. During April 
logs 22,061 claims were received and an amount of Rs. 25.46,204 64 
Jvas paid as Sickness Benefit. During the preceding month, 22,598 claims 

’ were received and an amount of Rs. 24,77,828.20 was disbursed as sickness 

Benefit.

Some Insured Persons suffering from T.B., Mental Malignant and other long 
term diseases required more attenfion and they are being paid additional 
Benefits called Extended Sickness Benefit. During the month, an amount of 
Rs. 4,14,371.05 was paid towards this Benefits.

During the month 186 Insured Women claimed Rs. 3,34,16,100 by way of 
. Maternity Benefit.

The attendance at the dispensaries as i>er certificates received was 
80,394 during the month.

During the month, Funeral Benefit in 62 cases amounting to Rs. 6,200*00 
was paid.

/

During the month, Confinement Charges in respect of wives of Insured 
persons amounting to Ks. 6,670 00 was p.aid.

During the month an amount of Rs. 4,589.00 was paid as Enhanced Sickness 
Benefit to 23 Insured Persons who had undergocc Sterilisation Operation for 
family planning.

For recovery arrears of contribution under the Scheme, Legal proceed
ing were initiated in 26 c..scs against defaulting Employers.
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BOMBAY AND PUNE

GOVERNMENT OF MAHARASHTRA

Single copy Rs. 3.50Annual subscription Rs. 13.00

Postage free (in India)Telephone No. 521717

PUBLISHED BY THE DIRECTORATE OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS, 
D. D. BUILDING, OLD CUSTOM HOUSE, BOMBAY1400 023

Leading Marathi Monthly Magazine

ON ALL TYPES OF CENTRAL AND STATE TAXATION LAWS

Annual subscription for Twelve 
monthly issues and one index 
issue.

@
@

@

Please send your orders to:— 
The Manager, Yeravada Prison Press. Pune 411 006.

Accurate analysis of the above and other Similar Products is undertaken 
on behalf of private parties. Test Reports and Certificates are issued.

For further details and schedule of charges please contact-

INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL 
LABORATORY 

University Compound 
GANESH KHIND 

Pune 411 007

INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY

INDIAN LAW REPORTS
INDIAN LAW REPORTS, BOMBAY SERIES 19W

The subscription rates of Indian Law Rei orts, Bombay Series for the year 19go 1'. 
have been fixed as given below.— .

Rs. [
42-00 per set. 
45 00 per set. 
60-00 per set.
3 -00 per copy 
3-20 per copy

1974
1975
1976 •
1977
1578 
1979

r Without postage 
Without Inland postage 
With foreign postage 
Single issue (without postage) 
Single issue (inclusive of

t postage).

As limited number of copies are printed, those who wish to subscribe themselves 
re requested to send in their remittances without delay.

A few complete sets of 13 issues of Indian Law Reports, Bombay Serivs are also - 
av-ailable for sale at the following vrices:—

Rs. 42-00 each set with postage. 
Rs. 45-00 each set with postage. 
Rs. 45-00 each set with postage. 
Rs. 45a00 each set with postage. 
Rs. 45-00 each set with postage. 
Rs. 45-00 each set with postage.

CHEMICAL analysis OF

Minerals and Orts • Nonfeirous Alloys ♦ Inorganic ChemictH 
OiL and Soaps • Paint and Varnishes • Water * Inks * Carbon 
Papers and Allied Products and Several other Products.

INDUSTAICL CHEMICAL 
LABORATORY 

V. N. PURAVE MARG 
BEHIND MEHTA MANSION 

CHUNABHATTI 
BOMBAY 400 022

VYAPARLMITRA
Started in 1950

♦Thirty Years of ceaseless service. '
♦Subscribers over eighteen thousand throughout Maharashtra, Karnataka & Goa.
♦Supplies useful information on all taxation laws including Income- tax. Wealth

tax, Gift-tax, Estate duty. Central Sales-tax, State Sales-tax and more than 50 other 
laws, and regulations concerning Trade and Industry.

♦Most lucrative medium of advertising for traders and industrialists.

Annual Subscriptions ;
Rs. 20 (including postage)

Administrative Office

106/99, Parashuram Kuti, Erandawana, PUNE 411 004 
Telephone No. 55637, 27200

Editorial Office

393, Mangalwar Peth, Pune 11.

MAHARASHTRA QUARTERLY BULLETIN 
OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS

The Bulletin publishes the results of Socio Economic Surveys and researches of 
Statistical or Socio-economic interest, carried out by the Directorate or any other I 
Maharashtra Government Departments. It also gives a di^st of State Statistics and 
miscellaneous Statistical Statements of current interest like monthly receipts and 
expenditure of the State Government, Prices, Index Numbers, Vital Statistics.

Obtainable from the Maharashtra Government Publications, Sales Branch of the 
Government Book Depot, Charni Road Gardens, Bombay 400 004 (for orders from 
the mofussil) or through the High Commissioner for India, India House, Aldwych, 
London W. C. 2 or through any recognised book-seller.



TAMIL NADU LABOUR JOURNAL

The "Taminadu Labour JouinaV’ is a monthly publication aiming to give a brief 
review of the progress made by the State in the field of industrial relations. It caters 
to toe needs of the employers as well as Labour by supplying statistical and other 
information on work stoppages, industrial disputes, trade unions, consumer price 
index number for working'c’ass (cost of living index number). Summaries of awards 
of Industrial Tribunals and Labour Courts, agreements, etc. The publication also 
includes articles from specialists in the various subjects relating to industrial relations.

PATRONISE

HARYANA LABOUR JOURNAL
(Issued quarterly in January, April, July and October)

Subscribing and Advertising L'beraily

Inland

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

.. s. 15.00 Foreign

SINGLE COPY

.. Rs. 1.50

Rs. 25.00

Fo eign .. Rs. 2.25Inland

The Editor, Tamilnadu Labour Journal, Commissioner of Labour Teymampe 
Madras.6.

j Subscription Rate
gjflgle copy : Rs. 6.25 Annual subscription : Rs. 25

Special concession for workers—Annual subscription : Rs. 5

Rates of Advertisements can be had on requests

' r X 23"
Size of paper ------ --------— .

(i) The block may be sent j^longwith the Advertisement. i
(ii) The subscription and Bank Draft for advertisement may be sent in 

favourof—
LABOUR COMMISSIONER,'HARYANA

30, Bays Building, Secior 17, Chandigarh 16C 017

PuWkations may be obtained through major booksellers, from ILO Publications 
International Labour Office, CH-1211 Geneva, 22 Switzerland or from ILO Area 
Office, 7 Sardar Patel Marg, New Delhi 21.

YEAR BOOK OF LABOUR STATISTICS, 1979 

Thirty ninth issue

1979 xxvn -P 711 pp. Trilingual E, F, S,
ISBN 92-2-00 2250-8 (hard cover)

Price Rs. 418.00

The 39 the issue incorporates the results of a full year of research, updating and 
checking by a team of experienced ILO abour statisticians working in co-operation 
with national statistical offices throughout the world. It presents data for the past 
ten years and in many cases data are given up to the middle of 1979.

Since its first appearance in 1935-36, the Vear Book ol Labour Statistics has 
establish^ itself as the world’s foremost statistical reference work for labour questions, 
binging together in a systematic and comparable from a mass of data from a vast 
network of authoritiative sources of information in some 180 countries.

The collection (135-36 to 1978, 38 volumes) is also available in miscroflche form 
A6(105 mm X 148 mm; 20 x reduction).

DIGEST OF CURRENT INDUSTRIAL 
AND LABOUR LAW

This is a monthly publication and deals with Industrial and Labour Law. This 
periodical contains :—

ioigest of all the cases decided by Supreme Court and High Courts of all the 
States and selected cases of the Tribunals and Labour Courts.
Articles on complicated points of law.
Articles on labour problems, such as wage structure, etc. 
Price Index.
Enactmetns, Ordinances, Regulations and Notifications of both Central and 
the States.
“ Your Proble'm ”.
Annual Digest : At the end of the year, consolidated annual digest of all the 
cases decided by High Courts and Supreme Court (already given in monthly 
issues) will be supplied free to the subscribes.

Annual Subscription : Rs. 60.
Mail Your Order to—

CURRENT LAW PUBLISHERS
2646, Balliwaran

post Box No. 1268, G.P.O., DELHI-6



LABOUR BULLETIN

MONTHLY PUBLICATION OF THE LABOUR DEPARTMENT 
UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

I

ANNOUNCEMENT

Special features of the Bulletin; (1) Publication of up-to-date Statistical 
and other information pertaining to Labour ; (2) Special Articles on 
Labour problems ; (3) Reports on the administration of Labour Acts;
(4) Reports on statistical enquiries conducted by the Department;
(5) Important Decisions of High Court and Supreme Court, State 
Industrial Tribunal, Adjudications and Conciliation Boards.

Rates of Subscription

Annual /Inland Rs. 24 00
Annual Single Copy : Rs. 2.00

Copies can be had from the Superintendent, Printing and Stationery 
U.P, Allahabad, India.

I

Advertisement : For rates please apply to the Editor, Labour Bulletin, 
P. O. Box No. 220. Kanpur, India.

Few back volumes, as mentioned below of the 

“INDUSTRIAL COURT REPORTER” 

and

“ LABOUR GAZETTE ”

are available with the Publication Section of the office 

of the Commissioner of Labour, Bombay

Those who are in need of them may either write to 

that office immediately or contact personally the concerned 

Superintendent, with necessary prices which are—

Rs. 18 per volume for Industrial Court Reporter

(12 issues from January to December)

and

I
i THOZHIL RANGAM

Rs. 15 per volume for the Labour Gazette

(12 issues from September to August)

PUBLISHED MONTHLY

BY

THE LABOUR COMMISSIONER
Labour Gazette back 
volumes for the years

1979- 80
1980- 81
1981- 82

LC.R. back volumes 
for the years

1980
1981
1982TRIVANDRUM

Annual Subsetiption : Rs 5.00

GOVERNMENT OF KFRl A
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